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“Good counselors lack no clients.” So says a character in Shakespeare’s Measure 
for Measure. Indeed, educating our students to become “good counselors” is 

at the core of our mission. We are building and refining our curriculum to ensure that 
all of our law students come out of Northwestern with the right mix of foundational 
legal knowledge, skills training, and interdisciplinary perspectives to thrive and to lead 
in a dynamic modern economy. Our strategic plan, available in all its glory on the Law 
School’s website (at www.law.northwestern.edu/about/leadership/strategy), speaks to 
this high priority.

What exactly is that secret sauce? Our faculty and staff are 
hard at work figuring this out. We know enough to know that 
there is much that we don’t know! Or, to put the point rather 
less elliptically, we are tactically developing data and engaging 
with key alumni and other leaders of the profession in order to 
better figure out what this new legal world wants and demands. 
That we are building on a legacy of great teaching and innovative 
programming gives us an incredible head start.

A few tidbits of how these strategies are being carried out 
within the walls of our beautiful campus, real and virtual:

• We have been expanding and refining our programs in 
entrepreneurship, this to develop new ways of thinking and 
performing in our law students. Some of our graduates will 
themselves be entrepreneurs (inventing the next must-have 
app, no doubt!); others will represent entrepreneurs in their 
capacity as lawyers; and still others will be entering what we 
might call traditional Biglaw. Wherever they go and whatever 
they do professionally, developing entrepreneurial skills and 
inculcating the values and modalities of behavior that are 
reflective of a world in which, for example, design think-
ing and business strategy are prized in lawyers, will be an 
important goal. And we are on it;

• We are continuing the efforts of our Center on Practice 
Engagement and Innovation. Working with thoughtful, 
creative alumni and others, the CPEI is engaging in an 
active dialogue with leaders in many different corners of the 
profession— in law, in business, in law-tech, in talent man-
agement— in order to facilitate change not only in our law 
school curriculum, but also in these myriad professions. It 
is, after all, a two-way street: We can learn from those out in 
the proverbial real world, and they can, by engaging with law 
faculty and administrators, gain a greater appreciation for 

how our ambitious law school is responding to our changing 
professional world;

• We are fashioning first-class programs, some degree-fo-
cused and others that are part of postgraduate professional 
education, in order to leverage our strengths to model and 
promote adaptation and change. Our one-of-a-kind Master 
of Science in Law program has enrolled its third class, a 
group of STEM-trained individuals determined to think out-
side of the traditional grooves and silos in order to deploy 
their legal training in business and technology sectors. We 
are also busy developing a cluster of initiatives I’ve taken to 
calling “law school for life.” These initiatives enable gradu-
ates to stay current in matters of contemporary law and 
legal skills, and also legal technology, ever more important 
in our wired world. This is a clear sign of our commitment to 
supporting the professional objectives and progress of our 
esteemed graduates throughout their legal careers.

The management lingo of the age is “disruptive innovation,” 
this phrase referring to the idea of rapid change that disrupts or 
displaces an existing market and value network. Technology and 
globalization are key drivers of disruptive innovation, which, by 
hypothesis, represents an existential threat to business as usual. 
No matter at Northwestern Pritzker School of Law, for we are 
educating students not for “as usual” business, but for a society 
and an economy where there is truly no new normal, but where 
the sheer fact and scope of change is all that is normal. Stay 
tuned for further reports of our efforts and, as always, I welcome 
your feedback and input.  

Daniel B. Rodriguez  
Dean and Harold Washington Professor



Law Professors Teach Engineers About Legal Ambiguities
BY AMANDA MORRIS

Every election cycle tends to be steeped in controversy. But this 
year’s US presidential campaign included a rare quandary— 
pundits and scholars hotly debated whether Senator Ted Cruz  
was eligible to run for president because he was not born in the 
United States.

During an interdisciplinary event held at the McCormick 
School of Engineering during the Spring semester, Northwestern 
Pritzker School of Law faculty used examples such as Cruz’s 
citizenship to teach Northwestern engineers about the haziness 
of law. “From Ted Cruz to 
Pizza Toppers: Ambiguity in 
Legal Interpretation” showed 
participants how these legal 
uncertainties can affect tech-
nology and innovation.

“Lawyers help scientists 
and engineers with intel-
lectual property and making 
a company public,” said 
Julio M. Ottino, dean of 
Northwestern Engineering. 

“But there’s so much more 
than that. Scientists and 
engineers often chart new 
territory. In many areas, 
technology is ahead of the 
law, so we can’t always see 
the consequences.”

“It’s important for scien-
tists and engineers to have 
a basic understanding of the legal and regulatory environments 
in which their innovations will be realized,” said Dean Daniel 
B. Rodriguez. “This was a terrific program and is an excellent 
example of the types of law and technology innovations we are 
implementing.”

The event, which featured faculty teaching faculty, was a first of 
its kind for Northwestern Engineering. Northwestern Law present-
ers included professors David Dana, Peter DiCola, Laura Pedraza-
Fariña, and David Schwartz.

When looking at an ambiguous argument, lawyers use five basic 
tools. They examine the plain meaning of the law, the original 
meaning, the purpose and policy behind the text, the institutional 
context, and precedents. To demonstrate these tools, Dana and 

Pedraza-Fariña argued opposite sides of issues surrounding  
Ted Cruz’s citizenship.

“The founding fathers were concerned about a foreign allegiant 
taking over the United States because everything surrounding the 
United States was foreign owned,” Dana said in an argument about 
the purpose behind the Constitution’s restrictions on who can run 
for president.

“‘Allegiant’ has a broader meaning,” Pedraza-Fariña countered. 
“Birthplace is certainly a criterion for allegiance. Cruz might have 

emotional ties to Canada, making it harder to cast a vote for  
the United States.”

The four presenters then discussed ambiguities in existing 
technology scenarios, including the constitutional soundness of the 
Clean Power Plan, legal loopholes in non-compete agreements, and 
secondary liabilities in copyright law.

After the presentations, Northwestern Engineering faculty members 
divided into two groups to discuss legal arguments for whether or not 
a new pizza topper infringed upon an existing US patent for a similar 
product. Representatives from both sides then presented their cases.

“It’s safe to assume that your perspective of law might have 
changed,” Ottino said. “We hope this is the first in a series of events 
that explores the intersection between law and engineering.” n 

Left: Law professor Peter DiCola talks about legal ambiguities and uncertainties. Right: Engineering professors debate the patent issues  
surrounding a plastic pizza topper.
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Alum Andrew Stroth Expands Access to Civil Rights Representation
The people sitting across the table from someone like Dwyane 
Wade or Donovan McNabb working on an endorsement deal aren’t  
usually the same people sitting in a living room across from a 
mother whose son has just been shot and killed by the police, but 
one Northwestern Pritzker School of Law alumnus has built a 
career doing exactly that. 

After over a decade and a half as a successful agent, Andrew M. 
Stroth (JD ’99) decided he wanted to move beyond the sports and 
entertainment worlds, and created the Action Injury Law Group, 
a civil rights firm focused on filing federal Section 1983 cases on 
behalf of victims of police-involved shootings and injuries. 

“Two years ago, God gave me a vision to create a civil rights law 
firm. Since I’ve become a lawyer, I get asked by a lot of people when 
they have legal problems or questions, who they should go to,” 
Stroth said. 

“If you’re not playing in the NBA or the NFL, or you’re not a TV 
personality, then I’d always refer the client to someone else. Then 
I decided, given the relationships I have in the community, let me 
create a civil rights firm that’s dedicated to serving the African 

American community—with a distinct focus on the south and west 
sides of Chicago, where a lot of folks don’t have access to quality 
legal counsel.”

Stroth’s firm represents victims or their families in five high-
profile police-involved shooting or injury cases pending in the 
Chicagoland area currently, including the case of Pierre Loury, a 
16-year-old boy shot and killed by a Chicago police officer in April. 

“The police narrative is Pierre jumped over a fence, grabbed a gun 
and shot at the officers. From the evidence we have, and witnesses 
and video, you see a 16-year-old boy running away from the police 
and the police executing him.”

Action Injury also currently represents: Rayshon Gartley, a 
young man receiving treatment in the psychiatric wing of Jackson 
Park Hospital who was captured on surveillance video being beaten 
while handcuffed by a Chicago police officer in 2014; the family 
of Justus Howell, a 17-year-old boy who was fatally shot by a Zion 
police officer in 2015; the family of Charles Hollstein, a 38-year-old 
man fatally shot by Zion police in 2016; and the family of Martice 
Milliner, a man who was shot and killed by Chicago police in 2015. 

“We’re the group that gets called when something bad happens in 
the community. When someone gets shot by the police or injured 
by the police unjustly, Action Injury is the law firm that is going to 
mobilize and go into the community and represent those victims.”

Stroth’s vision for the firm is to provide access to quality legal 
representation to those who don’t often have it, to provide justice to 
those who don’t often get it. 

“We want to bring the law to the streets. The reason we get clients 
is based on our equity in the community. We have longstanding, 
authentic relationships with barbers, hair stylists, community 
activists, and pastors. We have smart, intellectual minds and great 
trial lawyers, but we also have a sensibility and access to people on 
the ground.”

At a July event celebrating Loury’s life and what would have 
been his seventeenth birthday, Loury’s mother Tambrasha Hudson 
explained why she chose Stroth’s firm. 

“In the midst of everything that was going on, I had several law-
yers come to me. There was a lot of confusion going on. But when 
Andrew came, he calmed the storm, and we just agreed as a family 
that he would be a better lawyer for us,” she said. 

Stroth believes his time as a student at Northwestern Law and 
the relationships he’s sustained since have both contributed to his 
successful career thus far and will continue to benefit him as he 
continues down this new path. 

“Whether it’s negotiating a deal for Dwyane Wade or representing 
a family from the west side of Chicago, a lot of the skills I’ve learned 
at the clinic and at the Law School have helped me to this day.”

Andrew Stroth and his client Tambrasha Hudson, whose son was killed by police in April.
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As a student, Stroth was involved in the Bluhm Legal Clinic  
and even helped bring then-State Senator Barack Obama to speak 
at Lincoln Hall during the Law School’s Diversity Week in 1997.  
He has also taught as an adjunct professor in the Clinic’s Center  
on Negotiation and Mediation. 

“Northwestern Law has changed my life […] because of the 
people I’ve met and the experiences I’ve had. I’m at a point in my 
career where I want to effectuate real 
change in our communities and […] 
Northwestern Law has really been a 
part of that.”

Looking ahead, Stroth is optimistic 
about the difference Action Injury can 
make—even hoping to one day put 
himself out of a job.  

“It’s our vision that ultimately there 
won’t need to be firms like ours, because these tragedies aren’t 
happening every day. But as we’ve seen in recent weeks, every week 
there’s another police-involved shooting, and in many cases it’s 
a white officer and a black victim. We want to bring justice and 

completely disrupt and change the game as it relates to civil rights 
in America.”

The desire and hope for change is something Stroth and his 
clients share. 

“I’m just tired of all the violence. I want to do something positive 
in the community to show them that,” Hudson said, surrounded by 
dozens of friends, family members, and community activists at the 

celebration, which took place only blocks away from where her son 
was killed. “We’re trying to bring the ‘neighbor’ back in the neigh-
borhood. We’re turning this tragedy into togetherness. I don’t want 
anybody else to have to go through what I’m going through.” n 

Northwestern Law Debuts Topical Podcast with Legal Talk Network
This summer, Northwestern Pritzker School of Law launched the 
Planet Lex podcast, a series of conversations about the law today 
and its role within the ever-changing global, societal, and tech-
nological landscapes. Hosted by Dean Daniel B. Rodriguez and 
produced by the Legal Talk Network, each episode features inter-
views with thought leaders on the selected topic, including several 
prominent Northwestern faculty members.

“This podcast series gives us a special opportunity to discuss key 
issues in law, public policy, and innovation,” said Dean Rodriguez. 

“We will engage opinion leaders around exciting topics in a format 
that is both intense and fun.”

The first four episodes debuted in July and August, with eight 
additional episodes coming over the course of the next year.

Episode 1 of Planet Lex features a conversation with Steven 
Drizin and Laura Nirider, clinical professors in the Bluhm Legal 
Clinic’s Center on Wrongful Convictions of Youth, about youth 
interrogation, false confessions, and their representation of 
Brendan Dassey, one of the defendants featured in the hit Netflix 
series Making a Murderer.

In episode 2, Rodriguez speaks with Professor Peter DiCola 
about evolving music copyright law, how new technology has 

affected the industry, and the 
impact on artists.

In episode 3, Professors 
Emerson Tiller and Leslie 
Oster discuss the need for 
multidisciplinary educa-
tion in today’s more global 
marketplace, and the value 
legal knowledge can add.  
They also discuss the unique 
Master of Science in Law program 
for STEM-trained professionals offered 
at Northwestern Law.

In episode 4, Professor Deborah Tuerkheimer details the history 
of handling sexual assault at colleges and universities and explains 
how campuses can improve their policies and procedures. n 

Podcast episodes can be found at www.law.northwestern.

edu/planetlex and listeners can subscribe via iTunes or 

download the free Legal Talk Network app for iPhone or 

Android. Please visit: law.alumni.northwestern.edu/minow

“Whether it’s negotiating an endorsement deal for Dwyane Wade or 
representing a family from the west side of Chicago, the skills I’ve learned 
at the clinic and at the Law School have helped me to this day.”

—ANDREW STROTH
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Corruption in an Era of Climate Change:  
An Ever-Closing Circle?
BY JUL IE T  SORENSEN

A decade ago, as New Orleans commenced its long, slow recovery 
from Hurricane Katrina, pundits warned against sweetheart deals 
and no-bid contracts to rebuild the city obtained with bribery and 
kickbacks. Indeed, New Orleans Mayor Ray Nagin was sentenced 
to 10 years in prison for his role in post-Katrina corruption. 
Nonetheless, as the international community prepares for back-to-
back conferences on corruption and climate change, the intimate 
relationship between these topics is largely ignored.

In the wake of a natural disaster, with an influx of funds and 
pressure to rebuild quickly, opportunities for bribery and embez-
zlement abound. This is particularly true because reconstruction 
funds after a flood or earthquake focus on roads and residential 
buildings, two areas that present opportunities for contractors, 
engineers, and builders to pass bribes undetected to public officials 
in exchange for lucrative contracts, irrespective of the quality of  
the proposed reconstruction.

The correlation between corruption and natural disasters has 
been documented by economists and scientists. In 2011, seismolo-
gists Nicholas Ambraseys and Roger Bilham published a study in 
Nature in which they examined the death toll from all earthquakes 
from 1980 to 2010 and concluded that “corruption kills.” Some  
83 percent of all deaths from earthquakes during the period were, 
they found, in countries where the level of corruption significantly 
exceeded its level of development. The authors hypothesized that 
public sector corruption results in the construction of inferior 
public infrastructure around the world.

Unlike battered homes and flooded roads, corruption isn’t docu-
mented by television news, but is extraordinarily costly; less than a 
year after Katrina, The New York Times estimated that two billion 
tax dollars were frittered away on fraud, corruption and waste.

In an era of climate change and increased frequency of natural 
disasters, the correlation between corruption and natural disaster 
leads to a shrinking vicious circle. Subpar buildings are built; natu-
ral disaster strikes; the damage is greater than it otherwise would 
have been had there been no corruption; the city needs to be rebuilt, 
which presents new opportunities for corruption and the construc-
tion of subpar buildings. The cycle’s rate of frequency will increase 
over time in an era of climate change and extreme weather.

Existing criminal laws in the United States and around the world 
address bribery and embezzlement. Still, it is necessary to marshal 
additional resources to deter and address corruption in an era of 
climate change. The Department of Justice recognized this in 2005 
when it established the Disaster Fraud Task Force to detect and 
prosecute fraud related to Hurricane Katrina. As multiple disasters 

occurred in subsequent years, the Task Force continued its work 
around the country, investigating charity fraud, emergency- 
benefit fraud, identity theft, insurance fraud, and procurement 
fraud. Now is the time for the legal framework to be supported by 
effective policy.

A new international climate change agreement will be adopted 
at the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 
in Paris this December. The “Paris Protocol” focuses on emis-
sions but also aims to address resilience. An example of a policy 
of resilience that will save lives and prevent corruption is the 
European Commission’s recently established Emergency Response 
Coordination Centre, equipped with a fully staffed and trained 24/7 
duty system and real time monitoring of potential disasters around 
the globe. Maximizing impact and efficiency, the ERCC employs a 
deliberate approach that reduces the opportunities for corruption 
and cutting corners.

To be sure, levees and emergency funds are necessary for disaster 
resilience, but an additional aspect of resilience in an era of climate 
change is anticipation and prevention of opportunities for cor-
ruption to flourish. Preparedness in an era of climate change must 
address all consequences of a natural disaster, including opportuni-
ties for corruption. Public safety demands no less. n 

Juliet Sorensen is a Clinical Associate Professor of Law with the  
Law School’s Center for International Human Rights. This article 
originally appeared in The Huffington Post on October 27, 2015.

Professor Juliet Sorensen
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Inaugural Minow Debate Tackles  
the Role of Prosecutors
The first of the Newt and Jo Minow Debate Series took place in 
the Northwestern Pritzker School of Law Thorne Auditorium on 
November 10, 2015. Presented in partnership with Intelligence 
Squared, leading experts argued the topic “US Prosecutors Have 
Too Much Power.” Paul Butler, professor at Georgetown Law and a 
former federal prosecutor, and Nancy Gertner, a senior lecturer at 
Harvard Law School and former federal judge argued in support of 
the notion prosecutors have too much power, while former federal 
prosecutors David Hoffman, a partner at Sidley Austin LLP, and 
Reid Schar (JD ’97), a partner at Jenner & Block, argued against. 
ABC News correspondent John Donvan moderated. 

Newton N. Minow (JD ’50) is the originator of the televised US 
presidential debates, which inspired the idea to honor his legacy 
with a permanent debate program at his alma mater. The debate 
series is made possible by his friends and colleagues, who donated 
funds to honor his numerous contributions to public and civic life 
by establishing an endowment to support a series of debates that 
engage outside experts, law school faculty, and students on impor-
tant and timely legal topics. n 

Top Right: ABC News correspondent John Donvan served as moderator for the first Newt and 
Jo Minow debate. Second From Top Right: Former federal judge Nancy Gertner and former 
prosecutor Paul Butler argued that prosecutorial power is too great and has contributed to 
mass incarceration. Second From Bottom Right: Former prosecutors David Hoffman (left) 
and Reid Schar argued that the power given to federal prosecutors is necessary, and that 
there are already many checks and balances in place. Bottom Right: Jo Minow (center) and 
Newt Minow with their daughters (from left) Martha Minow, Mary Minow, and Nell Minow. 

“No one in our community has done more to elevate the public discourse,” said Dean Daniel 
B. Rodriguez of Minow, pictured below.
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Partnership with IE Madrid Expands
Northwestern Pritzker School of Law is 
pleased to announce an expansion of its 
relationship with IE Law School in Madrid, 
which will allow students from both 
institutions to pursue dual degrees in a 
time-saving format. For the past ten years, 
Northwestern Law has partnered with 
IE Law School in Madrid, Spain, to offer 
an Executive LLM program for working 
lawyers. The program focuses on American 
business law and core business skills, and 
applications to international practice, with 
accelerated sessions in Madrid and Chicago.

Building on the strength of this  
partnership, Northwestern Law and IE 
recently entered into an agreement for two 
new programs:

A joint LLB-LLM program will allow 
students earn their LLB at IE and their  
LLM at Northwestern. Upon completing 
the combined program, graduates will be 
able to practice law in Continental Europe 
and then qualify to sit for the New York  
Bar Exam.

A joint JD-LLM program, to which 
Northwestern students can apply beginning 

in 2016–2017, will allow JD students 
at Northwestern Law to use their third 
year for study at IE to earn an LLM. 
Northwestern students who spend the year 
at IE will focus on international and com-
parative business law.

As part of the highly ranked IE 
University, where students of more than 
ninety different nationalities study, IE 
Law School’s global focus ensures that 
students are well prepared to meet the 
growing demand for transnational legal 
professionals.

The Executive LLM Madrid 
program is one of a series of 
international executive LLM 
programs at Northwestern 
Law designed for professionals 
who want to earn an LLM on 
an accelerated schedule. The 
Law School’s other executive 
programs are made possible 
through partnerships with 
KAIST School of Innovation in 
Seoul, South Korea, and Tel Aviv 
University in Tel Aviv, Israel.

“We welcome this expanded partnership 
with IE Law School because of the new 
opportunities for students it creates,” said 
Dean Daniel B. Rodriguez. “Northwestern 
is already a leading provider of legal 
education for international attorneys 
seeking to understand US law and busi-
ness. International students and lawyers are 
integral members of our community, and 
we are delighted that our US students now 
have yet another way to study in interna-
tional legal environments.” n 

IE Law School in Madrid, Spain

BOOK EXCERPT

Gender Nonconformity and the Law
BY K IM Y UR ACKO
Yale University Press, 2016

When the Civil Rights Act was passed in 1964, its target was clear. It aimed to 
eliminate the categorical workplace exclusion of women and minorities. At the time, 
African Americans were routinely excluded from jobs and even from whole indus-
tries. Women, too, were confined to “pink collar” jobs and often barred from the 
more prestigious and profitable positions reserved for men. Title VII sought to, and 
did, end this kind of categorical group-based discrimination. 

In the decades that followed, however, discrimination became much more subtle 
and complex. No longer were women or minorities categorically excluded from jobs. 
Inclusion did, though, require that they “fit” the corporate mold. An employer might 
be happy to hire female lawyers, for example, as long as they did not appear too 
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Executive LLM Chicago Offers Expanded Curriculum for Global Law Grads
In 2010, the Law School  
established the Accelerated 
LLM program to provide 
international lawyers the 
opportunity to earn an LLM 
over the course of a single 
summer. This year, the  
ALLM evolved into a new 
program: the Executive LLM 
Chicago (ELLMC).

Under the leadership  
of Professor of Global Law 
and Practice Carole Silver,  
the program’s new faculty 
director, the curriculum will 

focus on the way lawyers interact across the world with business 
clients and enterprises.

“The program has been most attractive to people who have quite 
a bit of experience. We are building on that,” Silver said. “The pro-
gram’s core curriculum has been expanded based on consultation 
with lawyers practicing in elite global law firms.”

The ELLMC program allows international law graduates to  
earn an LLM degree over the course of a single summer; students 
also have the option to complete coursework over two summers.  
In addition to the core curriculum, students select one of two  
alternative tracks comprised of three courses each: one 

concentrates on topics related to raising capital and other methods 
of financing business; the other focuses on intellectual property 
and competition law.

In 2016, the program will launch a speaker series featuring 
Chicago legal and business community leaders. Students  
also had the option of attending the Ray Garrett Jr. Corporate  
and Securities Law Institute at the Law School, a premier  
gathering of corporate lawyers and policymakers that took place  
in April 2016.

“This is a program for law graduates who are interested in col-
laborating with peers from all over the world,” Silver said. “People 
who are intellectually curious and interested in working in English 
for an intense summer term, and who want to do all this in the kind 
of supportive and encouraging environment that Northwestern is 
known for.”

Silver, who first taught at Northwestern Law in 1998, conducts 
research on the relationship between globalization and legal educa-
tion, legal practice, and regulation of lawyers. Her research includes 
studying the careers of international lawyers, the ways in which 
global law firms practice outside of the firms’ home countries, and 
the role of regulation in shaping opportunities for both individual 
lawyers and law firms.

The ELLMC program’s 2016 debut is part of what Silver antici-
pates will be an ongoing process of designing educational opportu-
nities for law graduates whose interests and needs reflect the work 
of global law firms and other organizations. n 

Professor Carole Silver, Faculty Director, 
Executive LLM Chicago

“butch” or masculine. An employer might be happy to hire black 
ticket agents, as long as they did not wear their hair in “cornrows.” 
Those who expressed their gender or race in disfavored ways con-
tinued to be excluded.

Workplace “fit” demands have been labeled “second genera-
tion” discrimination and have become a focal point of antidis-
crimination litigation and scholarship. Feminist scholars argue 
that such fit demands require employees to embrace traditional 
conceptions of masculinity and femininity and punish employ-
ees whose gender expression deviates from that typically associ-
ated with their biological sex. 

[…] My goals in this book are twofold. First, I seek to 
explain the muddle [of case law regarding gender discrimina-
tion]. Antidiscrimination law has always reflected a mosaic 
of principles and values rather than a single commitment or 

requirement. It is the search for a single guiding antidiscrimi-
nation principle that makes this area of sex discrimination 
law look particularly inconsistent and incoherent. I strive in 
the coming chapters to identify the range of different values 
and principles underlying contemporary sex discrimination 
jurisprudence generally and to reveal the work that these dif-
ferent principles are doing in driving courts’ quickly changing 
response to gender nonconformists. 

[…] Second, I seek to raise a note of caution about the  
trajectory. The most recent expansion of protection for gender  
nonconformists is due to an increasing medicalization of gender 
in the courts. […] Paradoxically, then, the current trajectory of 
expansion may be bringing new protections for individual gender 
nonconformists at the expense of a subtle hardening of gender 
expectations for everyone. n  
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Leading 
the Way 
Historic gift from 
J.B. and M.K. Pritzker 
ushers in a new era 
for the Law School

The Pritzkers’ gift—together with the 

rest of the Motion to Lead campaign—

supports scholarships, public interest 

initiatives, entrepreneurship, and 

multidisciplinary education.



Law School Dean Daniel B. Rodriguez, M.K. Pritzker, J.B. Pritzker (JD ’93), North-
western President Morton Schapiro, and William Osborn, Chair of the Board of 
Trustees, on October 22, 2015, the date the gift was announced.

J.B. and M.K. Pritzker Make Unprecedented Gift

Largest ever gift to the Law School will support scholarships, public 
interest initiatives, entrepreneurship, and multidisciplinary education.

J.B. Pritzker and his wife, M.K. Pritzker, made a $100 million 

gift that will significantly advance the Law School’s mission 

and vision. In recognition, the 156-year-old school has been 

named the Northwestern Pritzker School of Law.

The Pritzkers’ gift is 

the largest single gift 

ever to any law school.

Northwestern 

President Morton 

Schapiro and Law 

School Dean Daniel B. 

Rodriguez made the 

announcement during an 

event at the Law School 

on October 22, 2015.

The Pritzkers’ game-

changing gift will allow 

the best students, no 

matter what their socio-

economic background, 

to get a legal education 

at one of the top law 

schools in the country. 

In addition, it simulta-

neously focuses on the 

advancement of the study of law, business, and technology, 

and on public interest initiatives in the areas of civil and 

human rights.

The gift supports several social justice centers at the 

Law School, including the Center on Wrongful Convictions, 

the Children and Family Justice Center, the Center on 

International Human Rights, the Environmental Law  

Center, and other key programs to improve civil society  

and implement justice.

The gift also per-

manently endows 

and renames 

the Law School’s 

Entrepreneurship Law 

Center; it will become 

the Donald Pritzker 

Entrepreneurship Law 

Center, honoring J.B. 

Pritzker’s father, who 

was co-founder and 

chief executive of Hyatt 

Hotels Corporation. 

Additionally, the gift will 

support endeavors to 

advance law-business-

technology initiatives, 

including the Master of 

Science in Law pro-

gram for professionals 

employed in the scien-

tific, engineering and medical fields.

“Our increasingly complex and dynamic world demands 

lawyers who are trained to tackle difficult legal and policy 

problems and to work imaginatively at the interface of 

law, business and technology,” said Dean Rodriguez. “This 
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extraordinary gift will help provide the financial foundation 

for this law school to produce a new breed of highly skilled, 

adaptive lawyers—creative, constructive problem-solvers 

armed with multidisciplinary skills and resolutely commit-

ted to social justice and the rule of law.”

The Pritzker gift will benefit future generations of 

Northwestern Law students and faculty, said President 

Schapiro. “J.B. and M.K. are such good friends of the 

University, and their extraordinary commitment will allow a 

bold future for an already great law school,” he said.

The Pritzkers are longtime Northwestern supporters. They 

have made gifts to the University for sixteen consecutive 

years, and are members of NU Loyal, Northwestern’s giving 

society that recognizes consecutive years of giving.

The gift honors the significant contributions of the Pritzker 

family to the fields of law, business and public service. 

Nicholas J. Pritzker arrived in Chicago in 1881 and grew up an 

immigrant in poverty. He was admitted to the Illinois College 

of Law in 1900  

and put himself through school, eventually building a highly  

successful law practice.

J.B.’s father, Donald Pritzker, was cofounder and the chief  

executive who built the Hyatt Hotels Corporation into a 

global hospitality brand.

Three generations after Nicholas Pritzker raised himself 

out of poverty, the Pritzker family has become one of the 

nation’s most successful business families and attributes its 

success to the study of law and entrepreneurship. Following 

Nicholas’s lead, Pritzker family members, including the 

benefactors of this gift, J.B. and M.K. Pritzker, remain com-

mitted to improving the communities in which they live. The 

naming of the Law School honors the history and the succes-

sive generations of the Pritzker family and its dedication to 

the principles of American law and the practice of ethics and 

values in entrepreneurial American business.

J.B. Pritzker received his JD from Northwestern Law in 

1993. Equal to his philanthropic support has been his strong 

dedication and longstanding service to both the Law School 

and the University. He is a life member of the Northwestern 

Law Board, and he joined the University’s Board of Trustees 

in 2004.

J.B. Pritzker is cofounder and managing partner of Pritzker 

Group. He is a leader in the Chicago entrepreneurship com-

munity and has been the key driver in growing and strength-

ening the entrepreneurship, innovation, and technology 

sectors. His venture capital firm is one of the largest and most 

successful in the nation.

M.K. Pritzker is a director of the Pritzker Family 

Foundation and serves as a trustee of the Northwestern 

Memorial Foundation. She is also founder of the Evergreen 

Invitational Foundation, which supports innovative pro-

grams and research studies at Northwestern Memorial 

Hospital that further explore and address important women’s 

health issues. 

       This extraordinary gift will help provide the 

financial foundation for this law school to produce 

a new breed of highly skilled, adaptive lawyers—

creative, constructive problem-solvers armed with 

multidisciplinary skills and resolutely committed to 

social justice and the rule of law.

– Dean Daniel B. Rodriguez
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New Curriculum to Address Technologically Driven Economy
Two significant curricular additions designed to help gradu-

ates succeed in the technologically driven global economy 

were recently approved by Northwestern Pritzker School of 

Law faculty:

• The Technology, Innovation, and Entrepreneurship con-

centration will expose JD students to the issues that drive 

the innovation process and to the role of technology in the 

modern economy.

• The Innovation Lab will focus on the legal, business, techni-

cal, teamwork, design, and presentation skills involved in 

the innovation process and allow students to put those skills 

to work in designing a commercial product that will solve a 

legal problem.

Together these curricular initiatives will expand and 

enhance the Law School’s ability to prepare graduates to 

navigate complex legal issues 

related to innovation, to gain 

exposure to evolving legal prac-

tice technologies, and to develop 

an entrepreneurial mindset.

“We are interested in giving 

our students the skills to 

improve legal and regulatory 

frameworks, and this means 

drawing together threads of 

technology and law,” said Dean 

Rodriguez. “These curriculum 

enhancements will address the 

critical need for lawyers and 

technologists to collaborate 

early and often.”

TECHNOLOGY, 
INNOVATION, AND 
ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
CONCENTRATION
The concentration includes 

coursework in three main areas: 

innovation regulation and 

policy, legal practice technology, 

and entrepreneurship. It culmi-

nates with an experiential cap-

stone course in which students 

will put the knowledge and technical skills they have learned 

into practice.

“At the outset of the innovation process, entrepreneurs need 

to consider the pertinent regulatory, intellectual property, 

and other legal considerations associated with bringing new 

ideas and products to the marketplace,” said James Speta, 

the Class of 1940 Research Professor of Law, senior associate 

dean for academic affairs, and a member of the Law School’s 

Law Tech committee—a group of faculty and administra-

tors focused on exploring and developing opportunities and 

programs at the cross-section of law and tech. “Similarly, 

lawyers must be attuned to the technology ecosystem.”

Furthermore, Speta said, lawyers must become accus-

tomed to the ways innovators think. “They need to develop an 

entrepreneurial mindset not only to help establish regulatory 

frameworks that fuel innovation but also to help modernize 

their employers’ client service models.”

Professors Esther Barron and Steven Reed of the DPELC hold office hours at The Garage, Northwestern  
University’s tech incubator space on the Evanston campus. 
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INNOVATION L AB
In this course, a joint initiative between the Master of 

Science in Law (MSL) program and the Donald Pritzker 

Entrepreneurship Law Center (DPELC), students from the JD, 

JDMBA, LLM, and MSL degree programs will work together 

to develop a commercially viable solution to an existing legal 

problem. To do this effectively, students must develop legal 

subject matter expertise in their area of focus, as well as 

the skills required to innovate in that area. Possible subject 

areas to explore include global health, local government law 

and regulation, tax, women in law leadership, legal process 

improvements, dispute resolution, and access to justice.

One goal of the course will be learning about how technol-

ogy can be used effectively to solve problems. In addition, stu-

dents will identify areas that are ripe for innovation, design 

solutions, form businesses, protect IP, and present their work 

in final pitches.

To aid the students in their exploration, the Innovation Lab 

will use a variety of mentors, advisers, and guest speakers, 

including substantive legal experts, entrepreneurs, technolo-

gists, lawyers, and business professionals from a variety of 

settings. It will be taught by Esther Barron, clinical professor 

of law and director of the DPELC, and Leslie Oster, clinical 

associate professor of law and director of the MSL program.

“This is an important course to add to the curriculum,” 

Barron said. “While existing entrepreneurship courses tend to 

focus on hard skills and how to represent entrepreneurs, this 

class emphasizes creating an entrepreneurial mindset that 

will benefit students no matter what career path they choose.”

Northwestern Law has long been a leader in law and busi-

ness. The school has been a pioneer in providing multidisci-

plinary legal and business training through its JD-MBA pro-

gram—the nation’s largest—the DPELC, and the MSL program.

The Entrepreneurship Law Center has served close to 1,000 

clients since its creation in 1998. Under the supervision of fac-

ulty, students work together to represent a variety of business 

ventures on projects ranging from intellectual property protec-

tion to drafting founders’ agreements and customer contracts.

“These new initiatives represent an important development 

in the DPELC as we continue to build a robust interdisciplin-

ary learning environment,” Barron continued. “The DPELC 

strives to prepare our students not only to be successful 

lawyers but to also play valuable roles as members of entre-

preneurial teams.”

The additions at the cross-section of law, business and 

technology complement the highly successful MSL program, 

which launched in 2014.

“Connecting the study of law to the STEM disciplines (science, 

technology, engineering and math) is essential to the innova-

tion process,” said Leslie Oster, clinical associate professor of 

law and director of the MSL program. “Technical skills without 

an understanding of law and business leads to an incomplete 

overall picture. The MSL program brings these disciplines 

together, and, in so doing, allows STEM professionals to have 

more of a 360-degree perspective on their work.”

Together, these curricular initiatives will prepare  

Northwestern Law graduates to successfully navigate a rap-

idly evolving practice environment. 

       Connecting the study of law to the STEM 

disciplines is essential to the innovation process.

– Leslie Oster, Clinical Associate Professor of Law  
and Director of the MSL Program
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Donald Pritzker Entrepreneurship Law Center  
Professors Esther Barron and Steve Reed work with 
student entrepreneurs at The Garage, Northwestern 
University’s home for student entrepreneurs,  
a cross-disciplinary space created to nurture  
entrepreneurship and innovation. 

Entrepreneurship Law Center Renamed in Honor  
of Donald Pritzker
Another important aspect of J.B. and M.K.’s gift is that it 

will also permanently endow and rename the Law School’s 

Entrepreneurship Law Center. Now known as the Donald 

Pritzker Entrepreneurship Law Center (DPELC), this non-

profit, student-focused academic program will provide stu-

dents a number of opportunities to develop legal skills in the 

area of entrepreneurship. 

DPELC professors teach a variety of traditional, clinical, 

and simulation-based courses. The Entrepreneurship Law 

Clinic was one of the first legal clinics in the United States to 

provide intensive, hands-on training for students who want 

to be transactional lawyers or founders of start-up com-

panies. Under the supervision of clinical faculty, students 

in the clinical program work together to represent new 

ventures, established businesses, social entrepreneurs, and 

nonprofit organizations. Client projects range from entity 

selection and formation, to intellectual property protection, 

to drafting founders’ agreements and customer contracts. 

The clinic has served close to 1,000 clients since its founding 

in 1998.

The DPELC also hosts an annual conference, a speaker 

series, and numerous workshops. Faculty and students are 

actively engaged with entrepreneurs and the entrepreneur-

ship community in Chicago and across the country. Through 

these initiatives, law students learn to think like entrepre-

neurs—they learn new ways of thinking about problem solv-

ing, new ways of thinking about risk.

The Donald Pritzker Entrepreneurship Law Center was 

named in honor of J.B. Pritzker’s father, who was cofounder 

and chief executive of Hyatt Hotels Corporation. 

Today and Tomorrow Challenge to Add Scholarships 
J.B. and M.K. Pritzker recognized the critical need for addi-

tional endowed scholarships to attract the most qualified 

students, regardless of ability to pay. 

“Growing up as a farmer in a small village in Mexico and 

then in a low-income home in Salt Lake City made me realize 

that education is the key to success. As a first-generation low-

income student of color, my only way to pay for school has 

been through scholarships and student loans,” said Eduardo 

Reyes Chavez (JD ’16). 

Because of students like Eduardo, the Pritzkers designated a 

significant portion of their extraordinary gift to scholarships. 

To encourage others to join them in creating endowed scholar-

ships, they established the Today and Tomorrow Scholarship 

Challenge. Through the Challenge, the Pritzkers will provide a 

one-to-two match to any benefactor who makes a scholarship 

gift of $200,000 or more.  

This Challenge was launched with the goal of establish-

ing several scholarships by August 31, 2016. The Law School 

would like to acknowledge the generosity of the following 

donors who contributed to the Challenge:  

 ADAM AND DENISE HOEFLICH
 JON AND KATHY NEWCOMB
 SHEVA AND TOM SANDERS 
 RICHARD AND SANDRA TROBMAN

The new scholarships will be named according to the 

wishes of these benefactors, and the recipients will be noti-

fied of J.B.’s and M.K.’s role in the creation of their scholarship.

For more information on participating in the Today and 

Tomorrow Scholarship Challenge, please contact Anthony 

J. Tangora, Senior Associate Director, Major Gifts, at 

312.503.6391 or a-tangora@law.northwestern.edu. 
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Making Law School More Affordable
The Law School commits an additional $2 million annually to assist students and alumni. Nine new initiatives are made possible 

by record-breaking giving by Law School alumni and friends, including the historic $100 million gift from J.B. and M.K. Pritzker.

INTEREST FREEDOM PL AN EXPANSION
The Law School is expanding the benefit period for the 

recently launched Interest Freedom Plan (IFP) from one 

to two consecutive years immediately following gradua-

tion. Beginning in 2016, the Law School also will raise the 

qualifying salary for IFP by $5,000, from $84,999 to $89,999. 

Further, the Law School is committing to fund this program 

for eligible JD students through the graduating class of 2020. 

IFP currently is providing more than $300,000 in funding to 

thirty alumni from the 2015 graduating class. This augmenta-

tion effectively doubles the Law School’s financial commit-

ment to this plan.

EMERGENCY ALUMNI RELIEF FUND
Recognizing that individuals, including Northwestern alumni, 

may experience financial challenges caused by uncontrol-

lable life events, the Law School will set aside an annual sum 

of $200,000 for emergency assistance. Through this reserve, 

the Law School will fund, on a first-come, first-served basis, 

qualifying graduates with an amount approximately equal to 

the interest that otherwise would accrue on their Law School 

loans during the corresponding calendar year.

$8,000 SUMMER PUBLIC INTEREST  
FUNDING GUAR ANTEE
The Law School now guarantees summer funding of at  

least $8,000 for students who complete at least twenty  

volunteer hours for the Student Funded Public Interest 

Fellowships (SFPIF) or another nonprofit organization  

and whose summer employment resides within a public  

interest or nonprofit organization and lasts at least ten  

weeks. The Law School also will provide a two-to-one  

match for every dollar in excess of $60,000 that SFPIF  

raises during the academic year. These additional  

funds will then be distributed equally among quali- 

fying students who complete at least ten hours of  

volunteer work for SFPIF up to a cap of $10,000  

per student.

OFF-CAMPUS JOB FAIR  
TR AVEL SUPPORT
The Law School will reimburse students up to $500  

for travel expenses associated with participation  

in school-sanctioned, off-campus job fairs.

PUBLIC INTEREST JOB INTERVIEW 
TR AVEL SUPPORT
The Law School will reimburse students up to $500 for travel 

expenses incurred in order to interview for a public interest 

job outside of the Chicago area.

CLERKSHIP INTERVIEW TRAVEL SUPPORT
The Law School will reimburse students up to $500 for travel 

expenses incurred in order to interview for a judicial clerk-

ship outside of the Chicago area.

INCREASED HOURLY R ATE FOR  
RESEARCH ASSISTANTS
The Law School has increased the hourly rate for research 

assistants to $16 per hour.

INCREASED TEACHING ASSISTANT STIPEND
The Law School has raised its annual teaching assistant sti-

pend amount to $2,000.

FULL-TIME ALUMNI CAREER SPECIALIST
As part of a goal to provide lifelong support for alumni, the 

Law School will create a new full-time position within the 

Career Strategy Center solely devoted to Northwestern 

Pritzker School of Law alumni. Once hired, this individual 

will be charged with providing alumni at all career stages 

with sound advice and, where feasible, to facilitate links to 

potential employment opportunities.

“ This is our running start—though the race no  
doubt is a long one—to take some tangible steps 
that attempt to address student need and  
educational debt in creative and constructive 
ways,” said Dean Rodriguez.

“ Coupled with a more than doubling of our  
scholarship budget, our recently launched Interest 
Freedom Plan, and tempered tuition increases in 
recent years, we are making some meaningful 
progress,” Rodriguez continued. “Yet, there is much 
more to be done, and I can assure you that we 
remain hard at work in generating further ideas  
to tackle these issues.”
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Summer Public Service 
Funding Expanded
One result of J.B. and M.K. Pritzker’s historic gift to the 

Law School was the creation of the Summer Public Interest 

Funding guarantee. The Law School can now provide at least 

$8,000 to students who complete at least twenty volunteer 

hours for a nonprofit organization or the Student Funded 

Public Interest Fellowships (SFPIF) program, and secure 

summer employment in a nonprofit or government organiza-

tion that lasts at least ten weeks. 

“Many of our students want to work in the public interest 

sector, but too many of them are unable to take these tradi-

tionally unpaid positions without financial assistance,” said 

Cindy Wilson (JD ’86), Clinical Professor of Law and Director 

of the Bluhm Legal Clinic Center for Externships. “Now, many 

more of them can.”

The Summer Public Interest Funding Guarantee expands 

and enhances SFPIF’s Len Rubinowitz Public Fellowship 

Grants program. The Law School now provides a two-to-one 

match for every dollar in excess of $60,000 that SFPIF raises 

during the academic year. These additional funds are distrib-

uted equally among qualifying students who complete at least 

ten hours of volunteer work for SFPIF, up to a cap of $10,000 

per student. 

“As a student committed to public interest work, the 

summer guarantee and SFPIF made it possible for me to 

seek the summer experience I most wanted,” said rising 2L 

and incoming SFPIF president Allison Elder, who worked at 

Cabrini Green Legal Aid on the Chicago Legal Advocacy for 

Incarcerated Mothers initiative this summer. “More than that, 

it’s wonderful how supportive the Northwestern Law commu-

nity is of SFPIF and public service generally.” 

Seventy-four students, who might not otherwise have been 

able to do so, accepted summer public service jobs in organi-

zations ranging from community nonprofits to governmental 

agencies. 

“Knowing that I didn’t have to worry about how I would 

make ends meet this summer allowed me to take on my 

dream job at the San Francisco Public Defender’s Juvenile 

Unit,” said rising 2L Anavictoria Avila. “It wouldn’t have been 

possible without this new initiative. Now, I get to do what I 

came to law school for—advocate for youth in conflict with 

the law, to ensure second chances and a restorative legal 

system for our youth.”

Rising 2Ls and 3Ls worked in areas ranging from interna-

tional human rights to civil legal aid. 

“These students gain valuable legal experience while at the 

same time serving the community in a variety of interesting 

and important ways,” said Katie Shelton (JD ’07) Associate 

       Students contributed over 29,000 hours of 

service during the course of the summer.
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Featured here, sixteen of the seventy-four students who were able to work in the public interest sector during the summer of 2016 as a result of the  
Summer Public Interest Funding Guarantee. Top row (from left) Arnav Dutt, Eric Ding, Todd Shaw, Charlie Hogle, and Armando R. Méndez; middle row  
(from left) Christine Feidler, Youngjin Choi, Joey Mintz, Eleanor Kittilstad, and Pedro Pizano; front row (from left) Elizabeth Westrope, Cindy Gerges,  
Maggie Houseknecht, Frances Guerrero, Anavictoria Avila, and Lizzie Bright.

Director of Public Interest. “Our guaranteed funding program 

now institutionalizes a commitment to public service that the 

law school and our students have had for decades. It is inspir-

ing to see the difference our students are making.”

SFPIF began raising money for summer public interest 

fellowships thirty-five years ago. Over the years the organi-

zation has expanded its fundraising efforts, from hosting a 

small cabaret-style show in Lowden Hall, to a live and silent 

auction and an annual awards dinner. 

“From the very beginning this has been a student-driven 

initiative,” said Professor Len Rubinowitz.

Participation has grown as student interest in these types 

of opportunities has expanded, and as SFPIF alumni contrib-

ute in various ways to supporting and mentoring the next 

generation of public interest advocates.

Alan Mills (JD ’81), Executive Director of the Uptown 

People’s Law Center, was one of the first SFPIF grant recipi-

ents. He started volunteering at the Law Center as a 2L, and 

he was able—thanks to the SFPIF grant—to work there over 

the summer.

“It defined the course of my life,” Mills said. It was at the 

Uptown People’s Law Center that he met noted civil rights 

litigation attorney Jim Chapman, with whom he worked 

for ten years following his graduation from the Law School, 

before returning to the Law Center in 1991.

“Everything SFPIF does allows students to follow their pas-

sion,” he continued. “The Pritzker gift expands this.”

The Summer Public Interest Funding Guarantee benefits 

students, and it also has benefits beyond the Law School. 

In total, students contributed over 29,000 hours of service 

during the summer.

“Northwestern Law’s summer public interest funding—the 

most generous of any law school in the country—has pro-

vided me with the opportunity to gain legal experience with 

a nonprofit organization that touches the lives of thousands,” 

said rising 2L Todd Shaw, who is working this summer at the 

Institute for Justice in Arlington, Virginia. “The program’s 

generosity has made an immediate impact not only on 

Northwestern students interested in pursuing public interest 

careers, but also the community at large.” 
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$1 Million Gift Given in Honor of Judge Marvin Aspen

Northwestern Pritzker School of Law 

has received a $1 million gift in honor of 

Judge Marvin E. Aspen (JD ’58) from his 

close friends Abel and Judy Friedman, 

who wish to highlight his career in 

public service and his devotion to the 

Law School. 

Judge Aspen has served on the 

United States District Court for the 

Northern District of Illinois since he 

was appointed by President Jimmy 

Carter in 1979, and was chief judge of 

the Court from 1995-2002. He has been 

closely involved with the Law School for 

decades, in a variety of roles. 

“I never really left the Law School,” he said. 

Throughout his career—which took 

him to the US Justice Department, the 

Judge Advocate General Section of the 

United States Army, the Cook County 

State’s Attorney’s Office, the Corporation 

Counsel of the City of Chicago, and 

private practice before being appointed 

the Circuit Court of Cook County—

Judge Aspen found time to give back to 

Northwestern Law. He was president of 

the Northwestern University School of 

Law Alumni Association, is a lifetime 

member of Law Board, taught federal 

evidence, criminal law, trial technique 

and municipal law as an adjunct profes-

sor, and took on many more roles over 

the years—even serving as umpire of the 

faculty v. Law Review softball game.

As a teacher, Aspen used his role as 

a federal judge to give students in his 

senior seminar on federal trial practice 

an unprecedented close up. 

“The first trial that was held in the 

Law School’s remodeled court room was 

an actual trial from my docket,” Aspen 

said. “We brought the trial from the 

Courthouse and conducted it at the Law 

School in front of my class and other stu-

dents. We later took a transcript of that 

trial and used it as one of our texts in the 

seminar. We examined the lawyers’ per-

formances from every angle—procedural, 

ethical, evidentiary—and the students 

then had the opportunity to reenact the 

lawyers’ examinations or arguments 

and see if they could do better.”

For all he’s given back to Northwestern 

Law, Aspen insists the Law School has 

contributed greatly to his life, both per-

sonally and professionally.

 “In addition to affording me a great 

education, the Law School provided 

opportunity to make important, lifelong 

friends, and impacted my life in a broad, 

outgoing stream. Primarily because of 

some of the faculty members that I met, 

who also became good friends and men-

tors throughout my career.”

Aspen credits three former 

Northwestern faculty members in par-

ticular with helping shape his path: Walter 

Schaefer, an Illinois Supreme Court justice; 

Fred Inbau, a prominent criminologist; 

and Jim Rahl, a former Law School dean. 

Aspen never had class with Schaefer, but 

got to know him when he appeared before 

him often at the Illinois Supreme Court.

“Every important decision I made 

in terms of my career, I would run by 

Walter Schaefer,” Aspen said. “The only 

person, other than my wife, who I would 

talk to in detail about that type of career 

change was Walter, and he always gave 

me sound advice.”

Despite often differing political views, 

Aspen became close with Inbau after 

taking his class, and credits Inbau with 

recommending him for his public service 

appointment in the State’s Attorney’s 

office. The two would go on to write 

three books together and remain friends 

for the rest of Inbau’s life.

Aspen took a class with Rahl but didn’t 

get to know him well until years later 

after Senator Adlai Stevenson, who was 

interviewing finalists to recommend to 

President Carter for the federal bench, 

showed Aspen the glowing recommen-

dation Rahl had sent unsolicited—com-

plete with Law School transcripts, notes 

from the course Aspen took with Rahl 

two decades prior, and student evalua-

tions from the courses Aspen had taught. 

“You can see how my life has been 

affected by Northwestern,” Aspen said. 

In addition to his connections with 

faculty, classmates like Jim Thompson 

(JD ’59), the former Illinois governor, and 

Dick Elrod (JD ‘58), a former Cook County 

sheriff and Circuit Court judge, became 

colleagues and close friends in the 

decades that followed Law School. 

It was a friendship outside of Law 

School though, that made this gift pos-

sible. Aspen met Abel Friedman after 

graduating Law School, on a bus from 

Chicago to Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri, 

where he was traveling for Army basic 

training and six months of active duty 

prior to completing his military reserve 

commitment. The two were assigned to 

the same barracks and later ended up 

working together in the Judge Advocate 

General unit, where Aspen was a legal 

assistant and Friedman was a clerk typist. 

They came home from their military 

service as good friends, and later dis-

covered through family photo albums 

Judge Marvin Aspen
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Jill and Paul Meister

Jill and Paul Meister Donate $500,000
Jill G. Meister (JD ’90) and Paul A. 

Meister (JD ’87) donated $500,000 to 

Northwestern Law.

“This gift is particularly meaning-

ful, not only because Paul and Jill are 

both alumni, but also because of their 

remarkable commitment to volunteer 

service,” said Dean Daniel B. Rodriguez. 

“Paul worked tirelessly on the Law 

School’s behalf when he was Chair of the 

Law Board and he continues to serve on 

a number of committees, including the 

Law Board’s Executive Committee. And 

as if that weren’t enough, he teaches 

a course on hedge fund strategies and 

regulation here as well. He is an invalu-

able friend, and I am grateful for his 

ongoing wise advice and counsel.”

Part of the gift to the Law School will 

be used to fund a Jay A. Pritzker Public 

Interest Fellow, but the majority of it is 

unrestricted. In recognition, the confer-

ence room in the Dean’s Suite at the Law 

School will be named the Jill and Paul 

Meister Conference Room.

“I’m grateful to have gone to Northwestern 

Law,” Paul said. “I had a great experience 

at this school, and what I learned has 

had a tremendous impact on my career.”

Paul is Vice Chairman and Managing 

Director of GCM Grosvenor, a global 

alternative asset management firm 

with over $45 billion in assets under 

management, where he has been for over 

twenty-five years. His time at the Law 

School was storied—a member of the 

Northwestern University Law Review, he 

graduated cum laude and Order of the Coif.

Jill transferred after her first year 

to Northwestern Law from another, 

significantly larger law school. “The 

teachers were not as accessible, classes 

were huge, and there was a real cultural 

difference,” she said. “At Northwestern, 

students and faculty are truly collegial 

and collaborative.”

Following graduation, Jill briefly 

practiced law, after which she undertook 

her life’s passions—motherhood and 

philanthropy. She spends the majority 

of her time supporting programs and 

conducting research associated with 

eosinophilic esophagitis, celiac disease, 

and food allergies.

She credits her legal education for 

training her to be a more effective advo-

cate for the causes she is passionate about.

“The education I received at the Law 

School taught me to question the experts, 

push for alternatives and think outside 

of the box,” Jill added. “I rarely accept the 

response, ‘it’s not possible.’”

To name only one example, Jill is bring-

ing to Lurie Children’s Hospital of Chicago 

a new, much less invasive procedure 

(developed at Children’s Hospital Colorado) 

for use in periodic follow-up testing for 

patients with eosinophilic esophagitis. 

This nasal scope procedure will replace 

endoscopsies and associated anesthesia, a 

dramatic difference for patients.

“It’s important to both of us that our 

philanthropy be impactful,” Paul con-

tinued. “We do that by using both our 

intellectual as well as monetary capital. 

My work at the Law School and Jill’s 

work with the nasal scope procedure are 

both examples of this philosophy. We 

made this gift to the Law School because 

it made such a difference in our lives.”

“And,” he added with a smile, “We hope 

to create momentum among our fellow 

alumni. It’s urgent that we continue to 

grow the endowment and support the 

Annual Fund for the benefit of current 

and future students.” 

that they had met years before, as small 

children, playing on the beach while 

vacationing in South Haven, Michigan 

with their families. 

The Aspens and the Friedmans have 

been like family ever since, and Abel 

and Judy could see firsthand how much 

Northwestern Law meant to Judge 

Aspen, who is as wonderful a friend as he 

is a public servant.

“We want to recognize our devotion to 

him, and his devotion to the law,” Abel said. 

“We want to honor Marvin’s deep com-

mitment to both his professional life as 

a Judge and teacher, and to his private 

life as a truly devoted and loving son, 

husband, father, grandfather and friend,” 

Judy said.

“We really wanted to honor his 50 

years of public service—he’s been a 

federal judge for all those years, he was 

in the state’s attorney’s office, he was a 

judge in the circuit court—as well as his 

long affiliation with the law school as a 

teacher, as a board member, as a scholar 

for the university,” Abel said. 

The Rubloff 150 classroom will be 

renamed Aspen Hall, with a dedication 

taking place on October 21.  

“We hope having this room in his 

name will inspire young lawyers and 

students to aspire to a public service 

career,” Judy said. 
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In December 2015, Netflix debuted Making 
a Murderer, a ten-part documentary series 
about Steven Avery, a Wisconsin man con-
victed of sexual assault in 1985, only to be 
exonerated by DNA evidence and released 
in 2003. In 2005, while he had a $36 million 
civil lawsuit pending against county and 
law enforcement leaders, he was arrested 
for the murder of a twenty-five-year-old 
woman last seen on his property.

During the course of the investigation, 
Avery’s then-sixteen-year-old nephew 
Brendan Dassey was also charged with 
being a party to first-degree intentional 
homicide, mutilation of a corpse and  
first-degree sexual assault. Avery and 
Dassey were found guilty, in separate  
trials, in 2007.

The Bluhm Legal Clinic’s Center on 
Wrongful Convictions of Youth took up 
Dassey’s case in 2008. Professors Steven Drizin 
(JD ’86), Laura Nirider (JD ’08), and Thomas 
Geraghty (JD ’69) have represented Brendan 
through his appeals process and feature prom-
inently in Episode Ten of the documentary.

We spoke with Professors Drizin and 
Nirider about Dassey’s case and their reac-
tion to the series.
How did Brendan’s case come to you and 

how did you decide to take it on?

Steven Drizin: In October 2007, I was 
approached by several criminal and juve-
nile defense lawyers from Wisconsin who 
asked me if I would represent Brendan 
Dassey pro bono in his appeal. They came 
to me because I had worked on both juve-
nile justice and wrongful convictions cases 
and had particular experience working on 
false confession cases. I agreed to take the 
case and began to build a team to assist me. 
That team grew to include Laura Nirider, 
Josh Tepfer, Tom Geraghty and Robert 
Dvorak, a criminal defense attorney from 
Milwaukee, and a number of law students 
over the years.

I agreed to consider the case because I 
respected the people who asked me to take 
the case, but as I dug deeper, I felt that the 
Center could help Brendan and thought it 
would be a good case for Northwestern’s 

students to work on. After I met Brendan,  
I knew I had no choice but to take the case.

Over the years, Laura Nirider, who stayed 
with the case while at Sidley and Austin, LLP, 
and who I eventually hired to come work 
with me and Josh at our new project— 
the Center on Wrongful Convictions of 
Youth— has gradually assumed the role  
of lead lawyer.
We saw [Clinic Director] Tom Geraghty 

appear briefly in the series as well. What 

was his role in the case?

SD: Tom is the most experienced trial 
lawyer on the team. Once I knew we were 
going to have an evidentiary hearing [in 
Manitowoc County in 2010], I asked Tom  
to join the team. Viewers get a glimpse of 
his textbook cross-examination techniques 
in Episode Ten.
You’ve spoken before about how improper 

interrogation techniques elicit false confes-

sions, and the videos of Brendan’s inter-

rogations provide a pretty clear example of 

that. What can law enforcement learn from 

this, and what are better practices?

Representing Dassey
A Conversation with Steve Drizin and  
Laura Nirider on Making a Murderer
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Laura Nirider: The most 
important lesson from 
Making a Murderer, in 
my view, is that juvenile 
false confessions are a 
real problem with terrible 
consequences for the justice 
system. Fortunately, there 
are resources out there that 
can help law enforcement 
learn how to avoid false con-
fessions. The International 
Association of Chiefs of 
Police has published an 
excellent protocol, which 
is available online, on how 
to question children while 
reducing the risk that they 
falsely confess. Its recommendations 
include involving a parent or, better yet,  
an attorney in the interrogation process; 
avoiding psychologically coercive tactics 
like implied promises of leniency and 
deception; and taking care not to disclose 
any facts about the crime to the child 
during the interrogation.

Have you watched the whole series yet? 

What was your overall reaction?

SD: I actually saw the film a few days before 
it was released. I watched it in two days. The 
film left me reeling. My immediate reaction 
was to tell everyone I knew that they had to 
watch the film.
LN: Yes, I’ve watched the whole series. 
Frankly, parts of it were hard to watch, 

though of course I had seen 
most of the footage previ-
ously; it’s always hard to 
watch someone as gentle and 
kind as Brendan suffer as he 
did. My reaction was deep 
gratitude that Brendan’s 
story had finally been told 
in a way that would connect 
with so many viewers.
Making a Murderer has been 

hugely popular. What do you 

hope a wide audience will 

take from it?

LN: The first lesson of Making 
a Murderer, in my view, is that 
false confessions are a reality. I 
hope that when someone who 

has watched Making a Murderer is called to 
serve on a jury, and when that person hears 
that the defendant confessed, I hope he or she 
doesn’t immediately assume that the defen-
dant is guilty. Just because someone confessed 
does not automatically mean that he or she 
is guilty. Period. And Brendan, sadly, is the 
poster child for that reality. n 

Professor Laura Nirider, left, and Brendan Dassey, center back, listen as Professor Steven Drizin, 
right, questions Calumet County District Attorney Ken Kratz (not pictured) during a post-conviction 
hearing in Manitowoc County, January 15, 2010.

Dassey’s Conviction Overturned
On August 12—months after this interview took place—a federal 
judge in Milwaukee overturned Brendan Dassey’s murder conviction, 
giving the state 90 days to decide whether to retry him or release 
him. Judge William Duffin—responding to a petition for writ of 
habeas corpus—found Dassey’s confession in the murder of Teresa 
Halbach was involuntary, in violation of the Fifth and Fourteenth 
Amendments. Drizin and Nirider issued the following statement: 

Dr. Martin Luther King said that the ‘arc of the moral  

universe is long, but it bends toward justice.’ It has taken a 

decade but the law is finally bending toward justice in the case  

of Brendan Dassey. 

As attorneys for Mr. Dassey, we are overwhelmed by the Hon. 

William E. Duffin’s 91-page decision granting Brendan Dassey’s 

petition for a writ of habeas corpus and ordering the State to 

release Dassey from custody unless within 90 days the State 

initiates proceedings to retry him. 

The Court’s decision rests on a fundamental principle that 

is too often forgotten by courts and law enforcement officers: 

interrogation tactics which may not be coercive when used on 

adults are coercive when used on juveniles, particularly young 

people like Brendan with disabilities. And when these tactics are 

used on juveniles, the risk that a young suspect will give a false 

confession increases exponentially.

In this case, the Court held that numerous promises of leni-

ency were used by investigators to cause Brendan to make a  

confession that was coerced. Importantly, the Court also 

expressed ‘doubts as to the reliability of Dassey’s confession.’ 

We look forward to taking the appropriate next steps to secure 

Brendan’s release from prison as soon as possible and are 

thrilled for him.

Earlier in the month, Netflix announced Making a Murderer will 
return for a second season, and that Drizin and Nirider will appear. 
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Restorative Justice Practicum
New practicum offering provides an alternative view to 
the traditional legal system—and law school classes

Most law school classes don’t involve  
sitting in a circle, facing the rest of the  
class, talking about problems that have 
come up during the week, and sharing  
ideas on how to solve them, but that’s what 
happened each week in the Restorative 
Justice Practicum taught by Annalise Buth, 
the first M.R. Bauer Foundation Clinical 
Fellow in Dispute Resolution with the 
Bluhm Legal Clinic’s Center on Negotiation 
and Mediation.

“It’s not like a law school class that I’ve 
been in, in the best way ever,” said Laura 
Pone (JD ’16), one of the eight students in 
the Spring 2016 practicum, the first offering 
of the course. 

The practicum—where students work 
twelve hours per week at organizations in the 
community and meet weekly as a group for a 
corresponding seminar—is an expansion of 
the Center on Negotiation and Mediation’s 
offerings related to restorative justice, a prac-
tice that focuses on repairing harm. 

“Restorative justice requires a shift in the 
way we think about wrongdoing,” said Buth. 

“Instead of looking at what law or rule was 
broken, who did it and how to punish them, 
restorative justice asks – what was the harm, 
who was harmed, and how do we repair it?”

At the beginning of the semester, the 
class went through an intensive two-day 
training on leading circles, a core practice 
of restorative justice based on indigenous 
traditions. They used the circle framework 
throughout the semester during class time. 

“It’s a value-based communication pro-
cess that can be used for resolving conflict, 
community-building, and healing,” said Buth.

Students in the practicum were able to 
see how restorative practices could work 
not just in the outside world, but within 
their law school experiences. 

“I left our training saying every first year 
student in every law school in America 
needs to sit in a circle during October of 
their 1L year, because it’s a really stressful 
time and just knowing everyone’s on the 
same page, I think that would be a really 
powerful thing,” said Pone. 

Buth and the Center on Negotiation 
and Mediation have facilitated community 

circles at the Law School—including one led 
by Pone and others at the end of the Spring 
2016 semester— and will continue to do so 
in the coming years, “bringing restorative 
practices to our own community, giving 
people a chance to share their experiences 
and hear others.”

Outside of the classroom, students saw 
the different ways restorative justice could 
impact communities.

After taking multiple negotiation and 
mediation classes, and serving as a teaching 
assistant for a negotiations course, Pone 
was interested in continuing to examine 
alternative ways to resolve conflict, while 
also branching out into the public inter-
est sphere before leaving law school. Her 
placement with Equip for Equality, the 
federally-appointed advocacy organiza-
tion providing legal services to people with 
disabilities for the state of Illinois, provided 
that opportunity.

During her externship with Equip,  
Pone worked on the team dealing with 
students where her duties included helping 

to draft a toolkit for Chicago Public School 
administrators.

“I specifically looked at how to adapt 
restorative practices for kids with special 
needs. There are a million different ways 
to do restorative justice and if you have a 
student with a disability, there may be a 
different method that you use or a way to 
adapt existing methods to make everyone 
comfortable and still ultimately achieve the 

Laura Pone (JD ’16) (right) with her supervisor Margie Wakelin (JD ’08), worked at Equip for Equality, an advocacy organization 
providing legal services to people with disabilities, during her spring restorative justice practicum.
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Judge Porras of Guatemala Receives Third Annual 
Global Jurist Award 
Northwestern Pritzker School of Law’s Center for International Human Rights (CIHR) 
awarded its third annual Global Jurist of the Year Award to the Honorable Gloria 
Patricia Porras Escobar, president of the Guatemalan Constitutional Court.

Judge Porras was elected to the Court in 2011. She has adjudicated some of the most 
crucial issues in Guatemala today, showing leadership and commitment to the rule of 
law in the face of adversity and considerable political pressure. For example, in May 
2013, the case of former de-facto head of State General Efraín Rios Montt came to the 
Court on procedural grounds following his conviction for genocide and crimes against 
humanity. Judge Porras dissented in allowing the injunctive relief requested by Montt 
because the matter was not in the Court’s competence. The majority opinion effectively 
nullified the guilty verdict that had been issued against Rios Montt 10 days before.

In 2015, Judge Porras led the Court in a 3-2 vote to approve the removal of the 
Guatemalan president’s investigative immunity in the midst of a deepening corrup-
tion scandal, which already had resulted in the resignation of the vice president. This 
followed a decision by the Court to temporarily block the investigation in a 3-2 vote 
in which Porras was absent and replaced by an alternate. As a result of the investiga-
tion, the president of Guatemala resigned on Sept. 3 and was charged with bribery 
and related charges five days later. Last November, Judge Porras’ own colleague on the 
Court was arrested and charged by the US in the FIFA international fraud case. 

“These are but two examples of Judge Porras’ commitment to justice in a fragile state, 
often at great personal risk of reprisals,” said David Scheffer, Mayer Brown/Robert A. 
Helman Professor of Law at Northwestern and director of the CIHR. 

The Global Jurist of the Year Award is designed to honor a sitting judge, whether in 
an international or national court, who has demonstrated in his or her career cour-
age in the face of adversity to uphold and defend fundamental human rights or the 
principles of international criminal justice. Jurists from all nations and tribunals are 
eligible for consideration. n 

goals of a restorative practice.”
Kelly Mennemeier (JD ’16), another stu-

dent in the practicum, worked for Lawndale 
Christian Legal Center (LCLC) for her 
placement. LCLC provides legal services to 
youth, taking a holistic approach that pairs 
them with social workers and mentors.

In her practicum placement, Mennemeier 
put together mitigation packages—informa-
tion and letters given to the Court support-
ing their clients in the hopes of reducing 
sentences—and attended meetings as LCLC 
and other Lawndale organizations prepare 
to help pilot the City of Chicago’s first 
restorative justice community court. 

“The juvenile court system has the pos-
sibility of being restorative justice-oriented. 
The kids build longer-term relationships 
with judges so there are opportunities for 
them to grow and prove themselves success-
ful,” Mennemeier said. 

Pone, who will join the Chicago office of 
Quarles & Brady in the fall, said that even 
though she is entering into a more tradi-
tional practice, she expects to bring the 
skills she learned through restorative jus-
tice into her work and hopes more lawyers 
do the same.

“Having more people exposed to this 
mindset is a big thing. Acknowledging 
that there are other options out there, that 
maybe the way we’ve always done things 
isn’t the best. Restorative justice practices 
help you relate to people better and make 
you a better listener.”

Mennemeier, who will do a yearlong 
clerkship in Alaska before joining Seattle 
firm Foster Pepper, agreed that the teach-
ings of restorative justice can be more 
widely applied. 

“One of the things that I’ve taken away 
from the class and from my practicum is 
that there isn’t just one model for restor-
ative justice, and there are ways that one 
can live or practice restoratively without 
having formal circles or victim-offender 
dialogues—so I hope to incorporate that 
into my life.” n 

Judge Gloria Patricia Porras Escobar
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Supreme Court Ruling Limits Sentencing for Juveniles
On January 25, 2016, the United States 
Supreme Court issued a ruling in 
Montgomery v. Louisiana, which places 
meaningful limits on the practice of sen-
tencing juveniles to life without parole.

“The Court’s decision in Montgomery is 
the result of the work of many extraordi-
nary advocates across the country, many of 
them my colleagues here at Northwestern 
Law,” said Professor Thomas F. Geraghty, 
director of the Bluhm Legal Clinic. “The 
Children and Family Justice Center has 
long worked on the issue of ending the 
practice of sentencing children to die in 
prison without any possibility of review 
or release. And the Center on Wrongful 
Convictions of Youth is devoted to ensur-
ing that evidence used against juveniles is 
reliable. Our collective efforts are moving 
the cause of improving criminal justice for 
young people in this country forward.”

Attorneys in the Children and Family 
Justice Center (CFJC) and the Center on 
Wrongful Convictions of Youth (CWCY) 
co-authored an amicus brief in Montgomery 
on behalf of over 100 organizations and 
individuals across the country, which 
argued “children are fundamentally dif-
ferent than adults in meaningful ways that 
require special consideration at sentencing.”

They have contributed amici for other 
cases cited in the Montgomery decision  
as well.

CFJC clinical professors, along with 
attorneys and advocates from around the 
country, filed friend-of-the-court briefs 
in Roper v. Simmons, which banned the 
death penalty for youth under eighteen, 
and Graham v. Florida, which banned life-
without-parole sentences for non-homicide 
offenses committed by youth under the age 
of eighteen.

CWCY clinical professors authored 
amicus briefs in Miller v. Alabama, which 
held that juveniles convicted of homicide 
offenses could not be sentenced to life 
without parole, absent individualized 
consideration of youth-specific factors, and 
in J.D.B. v. North Carolina, which held that 
a suspect’s juvenile status must be consid-
ered in determining whether the suspect is 

considered to be in police “custody” under 
Miranda v. Arizona.

Last fall, the CFJC, the CWCY, and 
the Supreme Court Clinic worked 
together to host a moot argument 
for Mark Plaisance, the attorney who 
argued at the Supreme Court on behalf 
of Mr. Montgomery. Montgomery is 
serving a life-without-parole sentence 

for a crime that occurred in 1963 when 
he was seventeen years old.

The Montgomery decision, authored by 
Justice Kennedy, held Miller retroactive. In 
so doing, the Court drew upon its previ-
ous decisions in Roper, Graham, and Miller, 
clarifying that  “Miller did bar life without 
parole. . . for all but the rarest of juvenile 
offenders, those whose crimes reflect per-
manent incorrigibility” and holding that 
Miller announced a substantive rule that 
requires retroactive application to cases on 
state collateral review.

“The Montgomery decision cements 
what the Court has been saying for over a 
decade now,” said Shobha Mahadev, clinical 
assistant professor of law in the CFJC, who 
directs the Center’s work on the issue of 
lengthy sentences imposed on youth.

“Children are biologically and develop-
mentally different from adults and those 
differences have constitutional significance. 
The Court has now declared—in no uncer-
tain terms—that society’s harshest possible 
sentences can only be imposed on children 
in the rarest of circumstances, when reha-
bilitation is demonstrably impossible.”

The Court further held: “In light of what 
this Court has said in Roper, Graham, and 
Miller about how children are constitu-
tionally different from adults in their level 
of culpability, however, prisoners like 
Montgomery must be given the opportunity 
to show their crime did not reflect irrepara-
ble corruption; and, if it did not, their hope 
for some years of life outside prison walls 
must be restored.”

“As a result of this decision,” Geraghty 
said, “2,000 or more individuals around  
the country sentenced to life without 
any possibility of parole, for crimes that 
occurred when they were children, will  
now have the opportunity to have their  
sentences reviewed and to demonstrate 
their rehabilitation.” n 
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Advanced Appellate Advocacy Textbook Published
Earlier this year, four Northwestern Law faculty in the Bluhm Legal 
Clinic’s Appellate Advocacy Center released a first-of-its-kind mastery 
textbook, Advanced Appellate Advocacy (Aspen Publishers, 2016).  
The Northwestern Law Reporter spoke to Susan E. Provenzano,  
professor of practice, and Sarah O’Rourke Schrup, Harry B. Reese 
Teaching Professor of Law—who coauthored the book with adjunct 
professors Jeffrey T. Green and Carter Phillips (JD ’77)—about their 
decision to write the book and what makes it distinct. 

Why did the four of you decide 

to write this book together?

We decided to write this 
book because in teaching our 
advanced appellate simula-
tion and clinical courses, we 
found that we could never find 
one book that met our needs—
namely, a book tailored to  
pushing our second- and third-
year students towards mastery.  
We had been cobbling together 
coursepacks over the years, but 
wanted to be able to provide our 
students a one-stop tome that 
would serve as a resource to 
them not only during the time 
they spent in our courses, but 
also for years afterwards as they 
honed their writing and analyt-
ical skills in practice. Once we 
decided that this type of book 
needed to be written, it was easy 
to decide to write it together. 
We had been teaching appellate 
classes at Northwestern Law 
together for nearly ten years.
How is it different from  

previous textbooks on  

appellate advocacy?

The number one difference is 
sophistication. This book aims 
to put students in the shoes of 
appellate lawyers, facing the 
same challenges and making the 
same strategic decisions at every 

step of an appeal. Before upper-
level appellate courses began to 
populate law school curricula, 
appellate advocacy textbooks 
were written for  
first-year students and needed  
a more simplified approach.  
As appellate clinics and simula-
tions grew, the market for an 

advanced appellate advocacy 
book did too. Our book has 
three distinctive features that 
meet advanced course needs. 
First, the research, writing, 
and oral argument instruction 
moves students beyond elemen-
tary approaches and teaches 
more flexible and sophisticated 
techniques used by expert 
practitioners. Second, the book’s 
argumentation instruction is 
multi-disciplinary, drawing on 
the latest research in rheto-
ric and cognitive psychology. 
Third, the book covers appellate 

doctrine that every lawyer needs 
to know, not just the skills they 
must have to win appeals.
The online companion features 

some bonus content, includ-

ing video interviews. Can you 

share some of the highlights? 

One differentiating feature of 
this book was our deliberate 
decision to streamline the text 
of the book so that it could 
deliver the essential information 
to students in an efficient and 
direct way. We wanted students 
and young practitioners to be 
able to turn to the book for guid-
ance without having to wade 
through pages of exercises and 

examples. For that reason, we 
placed nearly all of the samples 
and exercises in a separate 
online companion. We also 
felt strongly about including 
samples and interviews from 
accomplished appellate practi-
tioners. In preparing to write the 
book, we spent quite a bit of time 
researching adult learning and 
how they obtain mastery, and 
we found that a necessary step in 
this progression was observing 
and modeling experts, as well as 
analyzing great appellate writ-
ing. The materials in the online 

companion are designed with 
those goals in mind. 
Have you had an opportunity to 

use the book in class yet? If so, 

what was the experience like? 

Yes, we used the book this 
past spring in the Appellate 
Advocacy simulation course. It 
was an exhilarating and satisfy-
ing experience, although not 
without trepidation, especially 
at the beginning. Anytime 
you teach using your own 
material, you hope that you’ve 
understood your audience, that 
you’ve anticipated their needs, 
and that the messages you’ve 
sent are the messages they are 

receiving. The feedback during 
and after the semester gave us 
confidence that we hit those 
marks. But the proof was really 
in the day-to-day classroom 
engagement and students’ own 
confidence. We saw students 
experimenting with high-level 
techniques and turning in work 
product that exceeded our—and 
maybe even their—expectations. 
But most rewarding of all, we 
observed students taking own-
ership of their writing process 
and feeling deeply connected to 
their work product. n 

Carter PhillipsSarah O’Rourke SchrupSusan E. Provenzano Jeffrey T. Green
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The expansion of Medicaid under the 
Patient Protection and Affordable 
Care Act of 2010 (ACA) is a corner-
stone of the ACA effort to reduce 
the number of uninsured. But what 
affect will it actually have on the 
diagnosis, treatment, and outcomes 
of chronic disease?

That’s the question Bernard Black, 
Nicholas D. Chabraja Professor at 
Northwestern Pritzker School of Law, 
and Feinberg School of Medicine 
Professor Abel N. Kho, director 
of the Institute for Public Health 
and Medicine’s Center for Health 
Information Partnerships, are teaming 
up to answer with a $2.25 million grant 
from the Centers for Disease Control 
and the National Institute for Diabetes 
and Digestive and Kidney Diseases.

The five-year study, “The Effect 
of ACA Medicaid Expansion on 
Diabetes: Diagnosis, Treatment, and 
Health Outcomes,” will assess how 
Medicaid expansion affects near- 
and medium-term diabetes diag-
nosis, treatment, compliance, and 
health outcomes, and the economic 

effects of Medicaid expansion for 
diabetic patients.

That some states chose to expand 
Medicaid, and others did not, provides 
an excellent opportunity for a natural 
experiment, Black explained. “By com-
paring diagnosis, treatment, evidence 
of patient compliance, and health 
outcomes for new Medicaid enrollees 
in ‘expansion states’ to outcomes for 
similar persons in non-expansion, or 
‘control’ states, we will find out, with 

good precision, what happens when 
you give people Medicaid,” Black said.

Black and Kho believe diabetes is 
an important disease to study using 
this method, since early diagnosis 
and patience adherence to treat-
ment are particularly important to 
prevent longer-term complications 
and mortality. They also believe their 
research design can be used to study 
the effect of Medicaid expansion on 
other ailments as well.

They will use data from two major 
electronic health record networks, 
which will give them access to a 
sample of nine million patients in 
nine states—five expansion and four 
control. The large sample will help 
them evaluate the effects of various 
factors on outcomes, including state- 
specific Medicaid policies, income, 
gender, and ethnicity.

Black says that previous research 
has suggested that Medicaid cover-
age leads to increased diabetes diag-
noses and prescription of diabetes 
medications, but not to a significant 
decrease in blood sugar levels—a 
key indicator of improved health for 
diabetes patients. But no previous 
study has matched the sample size, 
study length, and richness of data as 
will Black and Kho’s.

In addition to providing answers to 
questions about diabetes care specifi-
cally, the research will provide useful 
information for assessing the health 
and financial effects of Medicaid 
expansion, which has broad policy 
implications. Additionally, Black and 
Kho believe their study will high-
light the exciting research potential 
of electronic health record data. n  

Professor Bernard Black Professor Abel Kho

Professor Bernard Black and Feinberg Professor Abel Kho Receive 
$2.25 Million Grant to Study Effect of Medicaid Expansion on Diabetes
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Ceremony Celebrates 2016 Endowed Chair Appointments
Three faculty members were honored at the 2016 Chair Ceremony. 
They were Robert P. Burns, the William W. Gurley Memorial 
Professor of Law; Max M. Schanzenbach, the Seigle Family Chair of 
Law; and Kimberly A. Yuracko, the Judd and Mary Morris Leighton 
Chair. Dean Daniel B. Rodriguez presided.

Alumni, faculty, students, and staff attended the ceremony, which 
took place in Lincoln Hall on Thursday, April 7, 2016.

Robert Burns teaches evidence and professional responsibility in 
the Bartlit Center for Trial Advocacy and courses in civil, criminal, 
and administrative procedure. He received the Dean’s Teaching 
Award in 2009 and 2006, and received the Robert Childres 
Memorial Award for Teaching Excellence in 2002, 1998, and 1996. 
He is author of Kafka’s Law: The Trial and American Criminal 
Justice, published in 2014 by University of Chicago Press; A Theory 
of the Trial, published in 1999 by Princeton University Press; 
and The Death of the American Trial, published in 2009 by the 
University of Chicago Press. The last received a Choice Outstanding 
Academic Title Award in the Social and Behavioral Sciences for 
2009. He is also author of student texts and workbooks in evidence, 
professional responsibility, and trial advocacy, and many articles 
and book chapters.

The William W. Gurley Memorial Professor of Law was estab-
lished in 1975 through a bequest from Helen K. Gurley in memory 
of her father, a distinguished member of the Chicago Bar and 
general counsel to a number of major business firms.

Max Schanzenbach’s research is primarily empirical and has 
ranged across such fields as trusts and estates, criminal sentencing, 
public sector employment, and tort reform’s impact on healthcare 
markets. His work has appeared in leading law reviews, such as 
the Yale Law Journal and the University of Chicago Law Review, as 
well as law and economics journals, such as the Journal of Legal 
Studies, the Journal of Law and Economics, and the Journal of Law, 
Economics, & Organization. He has been co-editor in chief of the 
American Law and Economics Review since 2012. He joined the 

Northwestern faculty in 2003 as an Assistant Professor of Law. He 
was previously the Benjamin Mazur Professor of Law. In the Spring 
of 2008, he was the Bruce W. Nichols Visiting Professor of Law at 
Harvard Law School.

The Seigle Family Chair of Law was established in 2015 by Harry 
J. Seigle, a member of the class of 1971. Seigle served as president 
and chairman of Seigle’s, which he led to become Chicagoland’s 
largest building products supplier. A noted civic leader, he also 
founded The Elgin Company, a family office devoted to investing 
and philanthropy.

Kimberly Yuracko’s primary research interests are in  
antidiscrimination law with a focus on sex discrimination in 
employment and gender equity in education. She teaches courses 
in employment law, property, and family law. She joined the 
Northwestern Law faculty in 2002 after serving as a Visiting 
Assistant Professor of Law for the 2001–2002 academic year.  
She served as Associate Dean for Academic Affairs: Faculty and 
Research from October 2009 through December 2010. From 
January 2011 through December 2011 she served as Interim Dean  
of the Law School. Her second book, Gender Nonconformity  
and the Law, was published in 2016 by Yale University Press.  
Her first book, Perfectionism and Contemporary Feminist Values, 
was published in 2003 by Indiana University Press. She is a co-
author of the casebooks Employment Law Cases and Materials  
and Feminist Jurisprudence: Cases and Materials, and is the author 
of numerous articles.

The Judd and Mary Morris Leighton Chair was established 
in 1989 by Judd and Mary Morris Leighton. Mr. Leighton, a 1947 
graduate of the Law School, served as chairman and chief execu-
tive officer of Benicia Industries Inc., and as a director of several 
corporate boards during his career.

An appointment to an endowed chair is the highlight of an aca-
demic career, and these important positions help the Law School 
attract and retain distinguished faculty. n 

Kimberly A. Yuracko, the Judd and Mary Morris Leighton Chair; Robert P. Burns, the William W. Gurley Memorial Professor of Law; and Max M. Schanzenbach, the Seigle Family Chair of Law at 
the 2016 Chair Ceremony.
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Sarah Lawsky
PROFE SSOR OF L AW

AB, University of Chicago
JD, Yale Law School
LLM, New York University School of Law
Sarah Lawsky’s undergraduate studies 
in logic lead her to law school, and as she 
began her career, she learned tax law was an 
especially good fit for her skills.

“My interest in formal logic never waned 
and the same thing that made me like 
formal logic, made me like tax law,” she 
said. “At the end of law school, someone 
suggested I might like tax law, since it was 
such a large set of complicated rules.”

She quickly realized she did like it, and 
spent the next five years working on tax 
as an associate at two New York law firms, 
while simultaneously pursuing her LLM in 
Tax at New York University.

After finishing her LLM, she decided to 
make the move into academia.

“I’ve always had an interest in teach-
ing; I’m from a family of teachers,” she 
said, “and I liked the idea of thinking more 
deeply about topics than my previous job 

would let me do. When you’re a practicing 
lawyer you need to focus entirely on your 
client’s needs.”

She taught first at George Washington 
University Law School, and then the 
University of California, Irvine School of 
Law, where she twice received the Professor 
of the Year (1L) Award.

Her research focuses on tax law and on 
the application of formal logic and artificial 
intelligence to the law. She is currently 
working on her dissertation for a PhD 
from UC Irvine’s Department of Logic and 
Philosophy of Science.

“My current project, the subject of my 
dissertation, is working on finding a logic 
that is well-suited to formalizing the tax 
law, with the ultimate goal of making the 
tax law amenable to analysis by a computer, 
essentially using an artificial intelligence to 
reason about the tax law.”

Lawsky, who taught as a visiting profes-
sor at Pritzker School of Law last fall, was 
drawn to the school for a number of reasons.

“The Tax LLM program is a huge part. It’s 
a relatively new program that went from not 

existing to being one of the top Tax LLM 
programs in the country in just a few years, 
and it continues to thrive,” she said.

“I really enjoyed working with the stu-
dents last fall, obviously it’s an excellent 
faculty, and there’s a real push right now 
toward law and technology and that’s great 
for me, because it fits really nicely with my 
research agenda.”

In the fall semester, Lawsky will teach 
Basic Federal Income Taxation for JDs, 
Federal Income Taxation for MSLs, and will 
host the Tax Colloquium. n 

Matthew Kugler
ASSIS TAN T PROFE SSOR OF L AW

BA, Williams College
PhD, Psychology and Social Policy, 
 Princeton University
JD, University of Chicago
After getting a PhD in psychology at 
Princeton University, Matthew Kugler 
moved on to a postdoctoral fellowship at 
Lehigh University. However, he quickly 
found himself considering a return to the 
classroom, as he focused his research on 
issues at the intersection of psychology and 
the law.

“I realized it made a lot more sense to go 
to law school, get the degree, get some legal 
experience and then teach at a law school, 
as opposed to staying on the psychology 
path,” he said. “I thought the questions in 
law were more interesting and I thought 
there was a great need for psychologically-
informed legal research.”

Kugler received his JD at the University 
of Chicago in 2015 and clerked for the 
Honorable Richard Posner of the US Court 
of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit before 
joining the faculty at Northwestern Pritzker 
School of Law this fall.

“The faculty here are very good at 
what they do and they have a kind of 

Professor Sarah Lawsky

New Research Faculty
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interdisciplinary focus that is rare among 
law schools. I was really excited to be join-
ing a place where a lot of people were doing 
similar research using similar methodology. 
I felt I could learn a lot from my colleagues 
and engage in informative conversations.” 
he said.

Kugler’s research focuses on issues of 
privacy and intellectual property. A recent 
line of research has focused on contracts 
between individuals and entities like 
Google and Apple.

“Tons of information is being generated, 
and it’s really only governed by contracts 
with your service providers. Those con-
tracts are notoriously incomprehensible. 
There’s been a lot of litigation but, funda-
mentally, no one understands what they 
mean,” he said.

“I see my role there as trying to under-
stand what people are really trying to get 
out of privacy: what are they trying to 
protect and what they consider sufficient 
compensation for giving it up. For example, 
do people mind when they get targeted 
advertising?”

In continuing to address questions 
like these, Kugler is looking forward to 
returning to teaching—as well as learning 
from—students.

“The students here are known for being 
a bit older with a bit more life experience. I 
think that should lead to better class discus-
sions and it’s a great opportunity for me to 
learn from my students” he said.

Kugler will teach a fall semester seminar 
on trade secrets and a doctrinal course on 
privacy law in the spring. n 

Ajay Mehrotra
PROFE SSOR OF L AW

BA, University of Michigan 
JD, Georgetown University Law Center 
PhD, History, University of Chicago
Ajay Mehrotra joins the Northwestern 
Pritzker School of Law faculty this fall, but 
is no stranger to the place.

Mehrotra is a research professor and the 
current executive director at the American 
Bar Foundation (ABF), whose offices are 
on the fourth floor of Rubloff, and was a 
doctoral fellow with the ABF before joining 
the faculty at Indiana University’s Maurer 
School of Law.

“I was walking the halls of the ABF and 
Northwestern Law many years ago, and 
now I’m delighted to be back,” he said.

During his twelve years at Indiana, he 
taught tax law and legal history, served 
as the associate dean for research, and 
co-directed the Indiana University Center 
for Law, Society & Culture. He also cross-
taught in the history department and the 
Kelley Business School, and emphasized 
making connections between the law school 
and other entities on campus, something he 
aims to continue at Northwestern.

“As an interdisciplinary scholar, I’m 
excited to be at Northwestern given its 
longstanding traditions in interdisciplinary 
legal studies,” Mehrotra said. “I’m really 
looking forward to being a part of this 
intellectual and institutional community.”

Mehrotra’s research looks at the history 
of American law and political economy 
through the lens of tax law, from a histori-
cal and comparative perspective.

“I focus specifically on tax law and policy 
as a way to understand the relationship 
between government and markets and civil 
society,” he said. “I’m delighted to be join-
ing an outstanding tax law and legal history 
faculty at Northwestern.”

His 2013 book Making the Modern 
American Fiscal State: Law, Politics and 
the Rise of Progressive Taxation, 1877-1929 
(Cambridge University Press) examined the 
rise of progressive taxation in the United 
States and aimed to understand its causes 
and consequences. It received the 2014 
Best Book Award from the Society for US 
Intellectual History.

Mehrotra is beginning the second year of 
his five-year term as director of the ABF, an 
independent, research organization “dedi-
cated to advancing justice through rigorous 
empirical and interdisciplinary research 
on the law, legal processes, and the law’s 
impact on our society.” n 

Professor Ajay Mehrotra 

Professor Matthew Kugler
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Sarath Sanga
ASSIS TAN T PROFE SSOR OF L AW

BA, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor 
PhD, Economics, University of  
 California, Berkeley 
JD, Yale Law School
While pursuing his PhD in Economics, 
Sarath Sanga was in the middle of 
studying a major public works project 
in Mumbai and realized how important 
questions of the law could be in his work.

“The project was a typical slum—
people don’t have property rights, 
their tenure there is insecure. They 
might be kicked out, especially when 
the city expands. So I came at it from 
an economics perspective, ‘Oh we 
need to give property rights to people 
and make the law clear,’ and I real-
ized even telling that story and being 
part of that project, as a witness, it 
was one great legal battle,” he said.

He went to law school at Yale, where 
his interests expanded. Today, his 
research focuses on examining business 
organizations and contract law from 
theoretical and empirical perspectives.

“There are millions of public 
contracts out there, they’re hard to 
sift through by hand,” he said. “I 
combine both human coding and 
machine learning techniques to 
parse through contracts, so that we 

can ask questions of the law—ques-
tions of contract theory—to huge 
amounts of data.”

Sanga was the first to digitize mil-
lions of filings from the Securities 
and Exchange Commission, which 
resulted in the largest and most 
representative database of public 
company contracts. He has also 
published extensively on the law 
and economics of crime and racial 
profiling and has studied taught and 
worked across the globe—in India, 
France, and Japan.

Sanga joins the Northwestern 
Pritzker School of Law faculty after 
teaching as a fellow at Columbia 
Law School and a visiting assistant 
professor at University of California, 
Berkeley, School of Law.

“The faculty and the commitment 
to high quality research is very high 
at Northwestern, that’s something 
I really appreciate and can’t wait to 
exploit—in a good way,” he said.

“This is a day dream come true—I 
want to say day dream because it was 
something I consciously thought 
about, something I really wanted.”

Sanga will be teaching Business 
Organizations in the fall and run-
ning a Law and Economics seminar 
in the spring. n 

Professor Sarath Sanga

New Clinical Faculty
Maria Hawilo
CL IN ICAL ASSIS TAN T PROFESSOR OF L AW
Hawilo joins the Bluhm Legal Clinic after serving 
as a visiting assistant professor since 2013. During 
her time at the Law School, she has co-taught the 
Juvenile Justice Criminal Trials and Appeals Clinic 
and assisted with the supervision of students who 
have been assigned criminal cases. Prior to join-
ing Northwestern Law, she served as a supervis-
ing attorney for the District of Columbia’s Public 
Defender Service and clerked for the Honorable 
David W. McKeague, who currently sits on the US 
Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit. She holds a 
JD from the University of Michigan School of Law 
and a BS from the University of Michigan.

New Lecturers
Abby Mollen
L EC T URER 
Mollen, a partner at Bartlit Beck Herman Palenchar 
& Scott LLP, joins the Law School as a lecturer. 
Mollen graduated with a BA from Northwestern 
University, and with a JD from the Law School, 
where she received the John Paul Stevens Award for 
Academic Excellence, the Raoul Berger Prize, and 
the Wigmore Prize. Before joining Bartlit Beck, she 
clerked for the Honorable David S. Tatel of the US 
Court of Appeals for the DC Circuit and Supreme 
Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor. 

Darren Green
L EC T URER
Green, who has been teaching at the Law School 
as an adjunct professor, is now joining the faculty 
as a lecturer where he will be working closely 
with the Donald Pritzker Entrepreneurship Law 
Center. Outside of teaching, he is a sole practitioner 
representing a wide range of clients on corporate, 
technology, venture capital and other transactional 
matters. He is also one of the founding members 
of Old Willow Partners, a boutique private equity 
fund based in the northern suburbs of Chicago. He 
received his JD from the UCLA School of Law and 
a BA from the University of Pennsylvania. 
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Faculty Publications
The Northwestern Law faculty produces world-class scholarship 
on a diverse range of contemporary legal issues. The following 
is a selection of scholarly works by residential faculty published 
between July 1, 2015, and June 30, 2016.

“Shock-Based Causal Inference in Corporate 
Finance and Accounting Research.” Critical 
Finance Review (with Vladimir Atanasov). 2015.

“Insurance Crisis or Liability Crisis? Medical 
Malpractice Claiming in Illinois, 1980-2010.” 
Journal of Empirical Legal Studies (with David 
Hyman, Mohammad Rahmati, and Charles 
Silver). 2015.

“Policy Limits, Payouts, and Blood Money: 
Medical Malpractice Settlements in the 
Shadow of Insurance.” University of California 
Irvine Law Review (with Charles Silver, David 
Hyman, and Myungho Paik). 2015.

Deborah L. Borman
CLINICAL ASSISTANT 
PROFESSOR OF LAW

“Book Review: Reading 
Style: A Life in Sentences.” 
Perspectives: Teaching Legal 
Research and Writing. 2016.

Janet Siegel Brown
LECTURER

“‘Tell Me About a Time…’: 
Behavioral Interviewing for 
Judicial Clerkships.” NALP 
Bulletin. 2015.

Robert P. Burns
WILL IAM W. GURLE Y 
PROFESSOR OF LAW

“Social Science and the 
Ways of the Trial Court” in 
Translating the Social World 
for Law: Linguistic Tools for a 

New Legal Realism. Oxford University Press. 2016.

“Is Our Legal Order Just Another Bureaucracy?” 
Loyola University Chicago Law Journal. 2016.

“Popular Sovereignty and the Jury Trial.” Oñati 
Socio-Legal Series. 2016.

Steven G. Calabresi
CLAY TON J. AND HENRY 
R. BARBER PROFESSOR 
OF LAW

“Friedrich A. Hayek, the  
US Constitution, and 
Institutional Design.”  

Arizona State Law Journal. 2016.

“Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes and Chief Justice 
John Roberts’s Dissent in Obergefell v. Hodges.” 
Elon Law Review. 2016.

Ronald J. Allen
JOHN HENRY WIGMORE 
PROFESSOR OF LAW

“The Hearsay Rule as a Rule 
of Admission Revisited.” 
Fordham Law Review. 2016.

Karen J. Alter
PROFESSOR OF LAW  
(BY COURTESY )

“The Evolution of International 
Law and Courts” in Oxford 
Handbook of Historical 
Institutionalism, edited 

by Orfeo Fioretos, Tulia G. Falleti, and Adam 
Sheingate. 2016.

“Regional Dispute Settlement” in Oxford 
Handbook of Comparative Regionalism, edited by 
Tanja A. Börzel and Thomas Risse (with Liesbet 
Hooghe). 2016.

“How Context Shapes the Authority of 
International Courts.” Law and Contemporary 
Problems (with Laurence Helfer and Mikael Rask 
Madsen). 2016.

“The Variable Authority of International Courts.” 
Law and Contemporary Problems (with Laurence 
Helfer and Mikael Rask Madsen). 2016.

Bridget Arimond
CLINICAL PROFESSOR 
OF LAW

“International Human 
Rights Advocacy by a Law 
School Clinic: Examples of 
Projects Undertaken by the 

International Human Rights Advocacy Clinic  
at Northwestern University School of Law.”  
El interés público en América Latina: reflexio-
nes desde educación legal clínica y el trabajo 
ProBono. 2015. 

Robert W. Bennett
NATHANIEL L . 
NATHANSON PROFESSOR 
OF LAW

“Constitutional Interpretation” 
in Oxford Handbook of 
Language and Law, edited by 

Peter M. Tiersma and Lawrence M. Solan. 2016.

Leigh Bienen
SENIOR LECTURER

Illinois Judges Project 
Website. 2016.

Bernard Black
NICHOLAS D. CHABRA JA 
PROFESSOR OF LAW 
AND BUSINESS

“The Association Between 
Patient Safety Indicators 
and Medical Malpractice 

Risk: Evidence from Florida and Texas.” American 
Journal of Health Economics (with Amy Wagner and 
Zenon Zabinski). 2016.

“Medical Malpractice Litigation and the Market 
for Plaintiff-Side Representation: Evidence 
from Illinois.” Journal of Empirical Legal 
Studies (with David Hyman, Mohammad 
Rahmati, and Charles Silver). 2016.

“Damage Caps and the Labor Supply of 
Physicians: Evidence from the Third Reform 
Wave.” American Law and Economics Review 
(with Myungho Paik and David Hyman). 2016.

“Association Between State Medical 
Malpractice Environment and Surgical Quality 
and Cost in the US.” Annals of Surgery (with 
Karl Y. Bilimoria, Min-Woong Sohn, Jeanette 
W. Chung, Christina A. Minami, Elissa H. Oh, 
Emily S. Pavey, Jane L. Holl, Michelle M. Mello, 
and David J. Bentrem). 2016.
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“The US and the State Constitutions: An 
Unnoticed Dialogue.” New York University Journal 
of Law and Liberty (with Sarah E. Agudo, and 
Katherine L. Dore). 2015.

“The Jurisprudence of Justice Antonin Scalia: A 
Response to Professor Bruce Allen Murphy and 
Professor Justin Driver.” New York University Journal 
of Law and Liberty (with Justin Braga). 2015.

“Does Institutional Design Make a Difference?” 
Northwestern University Law Review. 2015.

“Hayek and the Citation of Foreign Law: A Response 
to Professor Jeremy Waldron” Michigan State Law 
Review (with Bradley G. Silverman). 2015.

Charlotte Crane
PROFESSOR OF LAW

“Rethinking Integration: 
Some Preliminary Thoughts 
on Design.” Taxes. 2016.

David Dana
KIRKLAND & ELL IS 
PROFESSOR OF LAW

“A Market Approach to 
Regulating the Energy 
Revolution: Assurance  
Bonds, Insurance, and 

the Certain and Uncertain Risks of Hydraulic 
Fracturing” Environmental Law Reporter News  
& Analysis. 2015.

Erin F. Delaney
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR 
OF LAW

“Stability in Flexibility:  
A British Lens on 
Constitutional Success”  
in Assessing Constitutional 

Performance, edited by Thomas Ginsburg and 
Aziz Huq. Cambridge University Press. 2016.

“Searching for Constitutional Meaning in 
Institutional Design: The Debate Over Judicial 
Appointments in the United Kingdom.” 
International Journal of Constitutional Law. 2016.

Shari Seidman 
Diamond
HOWARD J. TRIENENS 
PROFESSOR OF LAW

“The Cases For and Against 
Blindfolding the Jury” in 
Blinding as a Solution to 

Bias: Strengthening Biomedical Science, Forensic 

Science, and Law, edited by C.T. Robertson and 
A.S. Kesselheim. 2016.

“The Psychology of the Decision-Making Process: 
Implications for International Arbitration.” Asian 
Dispute Review. 2015.

“What a (Very) Smart Judge Knows About Juries.” 
DePaul Law Review (with Francis Doorley). 2015.

“The Decisionmaking Process of the Jury.”  
II Congreso Internacional de Juicio por Jurados 
(with M. Rose and B. Murphy). 2015.

Alison R. Flaum
CLINICAL ASSOCIATE 
PROFESSOR OF LAW

“Transfer Evaluations in 
Juvenile Justice” in Inside 
Forensic Psychology, edited 
by Tiffany R. Mason (with 

Antoinette Kavanaugh). 2016. 

Carolyn Frazier
CLINICAL ASSISTANT 
PROFESSOR OF LAW

“Burdened for Life: The 
Myth of Juvenile Record 
Confidentiality and 
Expungement in Illinois.” 

Illinois Juvenile Justice Commission. 2016.

Stephen B. Goldberg
PROFESSOR OF LAW 
EMERITUS

“Motivation in the Workplace: 
An Alternate Route to 
Attitudinal Restructuring 
of the Union-Management 

Relationship.” Negotiation Journal. 2015.

John P. Heinz
OWEN L . COON 
PROFESSOR OF LAW 
EMERITUS

Women, Work, and 
Worship in Lincoln’s 
Country: The Dumville 

Family Letters (with Anne M. Heinz).  
University of Illinois Press. 2016.

Adam Hoeflich
PROFESSOR OF 
PRACT ICE

“Crime-Fraud Challenges 
to the Attorney-Client 
Privilege and Work Product 

Doctrine: Why Lawyers Should Care.” Attorneys’ 
Liability Assurance Society Loss Prevention 
Journal (with Joshua Ackerman). 2016.

Allan Horwich
PROFESSOR OF 
PRACT ICE

“The Legality of 
Opportunistically Timing 
of Public Company 
Disclosures in the Context 

of SEC Rule 10b5-1.” Business Lawyer. 2016. 

“The Mosaic Theory of Materiality—Does the 
Illusion Have a Future?” Securities Regulation  
Law Journal. 2015.

Tonja Jacobi
WILL IAM G. AND 
VIRGINIA K . K ARNES 
RESEARCH PROFESSOR 
OF LAW

“The Second Dimension 
of the Supreme Court.” 

William and Mary Law Review (with Joshua 
Fischman). 2016.

“Why Judges Always Vote.” International 
Review of Law and Economics (with Eugene 
Kontorovich). 2015.

“Creating a Self-Stabilizing Constitution: The 
Role of the Takings Clause.” Northwestern 
University Law Review (with Sonia Mittal and 
Barry Weingast). 2015.

“Communicating Judicial Retirement.” 
International Review of Law and Economics 
(with Alvaro Bustos). 2015.

“A Theory of Judicial Retirement.” American 
Law and Economics Review (with Alvaro 
Bustos). 2015.

Emily Kadens
PROFESSOR OF LAW

“Custom’s Past” in Custom’s 
Future: International Law 
in an Everchanging World, 
edited by Curtis A. Bradley. 
2016.

“The Medieval Law Merchant: The Tyranny of a 
Construct.” Journal of Legal Analysis. 2015.

“Pre-Modern Credit Networks and the Limits of 
Reputation.” Iowa Law Review. 2015.
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Visiting Faculty 2016-17
Barry R. Weingast
JACK N .  PR I T ZK ER D IS T INGUISHED V IS I T ING PROFESSOR OF L AW
Weingast is the Ward C. Krebs Family Professor in Stanford University’s depart-
ment of political science, and a senior fellow with the Hoover Institution. 
Weingast’s research focuses on the interaction of politics and economics, empha-
sizing the political foundations of markets, constitutions and democracy, and 
the political-economics of development. He chaired Stanford’s political science 
department from 1996 through 2001. He is a member of the National Academy of 
Sciences and the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. He has written exten-
sively on problems of federalism and decentralization, legal institutions and the 
rule of law, regulation, and democracy.

Issi Rosen-Zvi
V IS I T ING ASSOCIAT E PROFESSOR OF L AW
Rosen-Zvi is on the faculty of law at Tel Aviv University. An expert on civil  
procedure and the theory of procedure, he previously clerked for the Honorable 
Chief Justice Aharon Barak of the Israeli Supreme Court and practiced law at 
Kirkland & Ellis, LLP in New York. His research areas include civil procedure, 
theory of dispute resolution, administrative law, local government law and  
environmental law. He has published two books: Taking Space Seriously  
(Ashgate, 2004) and The Civil Process (Hebrew). He obtained his LLB from  
Bar-Ilan University, his LLM in law and sociology from Tel Aviv University  
and continued his studies at Stanford Law School, where he received a JSD. 

Pierre Larouche
V IS I T ING PROFESSOR OF L AW
Larouche is a professor of competition law at Tilburg University in the 
Netherlands, vice director of the Tilburg Law and Economics Center, and joint 
academic director of the Centre on Regulation in Europe. He is also a Professor 
at the College of Europe (Bruges) and the Institut d’Etudes Politiques (Paris). His 
research interests include competition law, telecommunications law, media law, 
basic community law, and the common European law of torts. Larouche holds a 
PhD in Law from Maastricht University. 

Yoon-Ho Alex Lee
V IS I T ING ASSOCIAT E PROFESSOR OF L AW
Lee is an associate professor at the University of Southern California Gould School 
of Law. His interests include law and economics, securities regulation, adminis-
trative law, corporations, consumer protection law, antitrust, and litigation and 
settlements. Lee previously served as senior counsel and a financial economist 
in the Division of Risk, Strategy, and Financial Innovation on the US Securities 
and Exchange Commission. He also clerked for the Honorable Thomas B. Griffith, 
where he drafted opinions for large-scale administrative cases and cases involving 
Fourth Amendment violations. He received his BA in mathematics from Harvard 
College, his MA in mathematics from Cambridge University, his JD from Yale Law 
School, and his PhD in Economics from Yale Graduate School.

Joshua Seth Kleinfeld
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR 
OF LAW

“Two Cultures of Punishment.” 
Stanford Law Review. 2016.

“Reconstructivism: The  
Place of Criminal Law  

in Ethical Life.” Harvard Law Review. 2016.

Jonathan Koehler
BEATRICE KUHN 
PROFESSOR OF LAW

“Decision Making and the 
Law: Truth Barriers” in The 
Wiley-Blackwell Handbook of 
Judgment and Decision Making, 

edited by Gideon Keren and George Wu (with John 
B. Meixner). Wiley-Blackwell. 2016.

“Communicating Probabilistic Forensic Evidence in 
Court” in Wiley Encyclopedia of Forensic Science, 
edited by Allan Jamieson and Andre Moenssens. 
Wiley. 2016.

Eugene Kontorovich
PROFESSOR OF LAW

“Palestine, Uti Possidetis Juris 
and the Borders of Israel.” 
Arizona Law Review (with 
Abraham Bell). 2016.

“Can States Fund BDS?:  
Is Banning the Use of Public Money to Support 
Companies That Boycott Israel Unconstitutional 
and Illegal?” Tablet Magazine. 2015.

“Why Judges Always Vote.” International Review of 
Law and Economics (with Tonja Jacobi). 2015.

“Resolution 242 Revisited: New Evidence on the 
Required Scope of Israeli Withdrawal.” Chicago 
Journal of International Law. 2015.

“Economic Dealings with Occupied Territories.” 
Columbia Journal of Transnational Law. 2015.

Andrew Koppelman
JOHN PAUL STEVENS 
PROFESSOR OF LAW

“A Free Speech Response 
to the Gay Rights/Religious 
Liberty Conflict.” Northwestern 
University Law Review. 2016.

“Unparadoxical Liberalism.” San Diego Law  
Review. 2016.

“Revenge Pornography and First Amendment 
Exceptions.” Emory Law Journal. 2016.
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A Conversation with Professor Marshall Shapo about  
“The Experimental Society”
This is your third book on the topic of experimentation on an un-

aware public. How did you first become interested in studying this 

phenomenon? How has it changed over the course of your career 

writing about it?

Early in my teaching career, much of my research focused on the 
law of products liability, which principally deals with suits by con-
sumers against sellers of products that allegedly have caused injury. 
That research propelled me into studying how government agencies 
regulate safety in all kinds of areas, from automobile design to ciga-
rettes to drugs, and medical devices to pesticides. As I studied both 
topics—both the law on consumer suits and the law concerning 
regulation of safety by government agencies—I began to recognize 
that all of the time we are all experimental animals for various 
kinds of products and activities. Sometimes we know that we are 

“guinea pigs,” for example when we are subjects of clinical research 
for which we sign consent forms. Often, however, we do not know 
of that role and only find out about it if a product or activity injures  
us. I have now developed that concept in three books, of which The 
Experimental Society is the most recent.

Your book is full of real-life products and activities that  

are examples of experimentation. What are a few of the  

most illuminating?

The range of products and activities covered in the book is broad. 
Much of the book deals with issues that are controversial, where 
there are platoons of experts lined up on both sides concerning 
the degrees of safety and risk associated with particular products 
and activities. In the area of consumer products and exposure to 
toxic products, these things include the enormous costs, in both 
suffering and dollars, that are inflicted by cigarettes and exposure 
to asbestos. In the area of medical treatment, they range from par-
ticular prescription drugs and devices to mammography to birth 
control methods. In the environment, they range from nuclear 
power plants and the testing of atomic bombs to oil spills, and they 
include fracking and the effects of global warming.
Obviously this book addresses the legal ramifications of  

experimentation, but it goes well beyond that too. What do you 

hope lawyers and non-lawyers each take from it?

I hope that both non-lawyers and lawyers will understand that 
in many areas of life, they are in fact experimental animals, in 
ways that not even those doing the experimenting may think of as 
involving experiments. All readers should understand that many 
of these things are part of ordinary living which do not have to be 
viewed as scary but which sometimes call for caution in using inno-
vative products and participating in risky activities. The book may 
give lawyers—both those representing business clients and those 
representing injured clients—ways to create arguments on behalf of 
both types of clients.
You’ve identified both producers and consumers as often unknow-

ing participants in experiments, which can clearly be a problem. 

Are there any particular solutions you favor?

I urge the collection of more data about what ordinary people know 
about risks that in some sense are experimental and about how they 
respond to information about risk.

I present a brief set of guidelines for business persons and 
government agencies, guidelines which emphasize clear commu-
nication to the public of information about the risks, as well as the 
benefits, of products and activities.

Recognizing that we already have a lot of government agencies 
dealing with health and safety, I’ve gone so far as suggesting the 
possibility of creating “an institutionalized Cassandra,” which 
would at least whisper in people’s ears to be “cautious about the 
prospect of experimentally caused danger.” This whispering should 
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reach the ears of all who do experiments that may impinge on the 
health and safety of others, but also the ears of the public—those 
who are the subjects of these experiments.

I raise for discussion questions about the fairness of how experi-
mental risks are distributed between business and consumers.
You discuss not just products (like drugs and food) and processes 

(like fracking) but also experimentation in ways of thinking, includ-

ing within the law. Can you talk a bit about that?

Justice Holmes once wrote that “all life is an experiment.” He might 
have applied this famous statement to law itself. Law is always an 
experiment. When courts announce new rules of law, they are 
experimenting, and inviting other courts to judge the justice of  
the rules they announce. Every time Congress enacts a new law,  
it is trying out that law. A classic example is the set of laws enacted  
in the New Deal, some of which were held constitutional and  
others unconstitutional. Beyond laws passed by Congress and  
state legislatures, whenever a governmental safety or health agency 
publishes a new regulation, it is experimenting. n 

Professor Marshall Shapo’s latest book, The Experimental Society, 
was published earlier this year by Transaction Publishers.

“Across a large spectrum 
of human activity, from 
the medicine cabinet 
to the open road to the 
school athletic field, 
people are subject to 
experiments that are out 
of their hands, more or 
less—and often more.  
If we examine this  

spectrum through the prism of experiment, we 
may formulate a guide for analysis of intuitions 
and of understandings of safety and levels of 
acceptable risk.”

—from the introduction to Professor Shapo’s  
new book, The Experimental Society

“A Zombie in the Supreme Court: The Elane 
Photography Cert Denia.” Alabama Civil Rights & 
Civil Liberties Law Review. 2015.

“Gay Rights, Religious Accommodations, and the 
Purposes of Antidiscrimination Law.” Southern 
California Law Review. 2015.

“Does Respect Require Antiperfectionism?  
Gaus on Liberal Neutrality.” Harvard Review of 
Philosophy. 2015.

“Is Hobby Lobby Worse for Religious Liberty Than 
Smith? Thomas Journal of Law & Public Policy 
(with Frederick Mark Gedicks). 2015.

Matthew B. Kugler
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR 
OF LAW

“Measuring Computer Use 
Norms.” George Washington 
Law Review. 2016.

“Surveillance Duration Doesn’t 
Affect Privacy Expectations: An Empirical Test of 
the Mosaic Theory.” Supreme Court Review (with 
Lior J. Strahilevitz). 2016.

James T. Lindgren
PROFESSOR OF LAW

“Measuring Diversity: Law 
Faculties in 1997 and 2013.” 
Harvard Journal of Law & 
Public Policy. 2016.

“Forward: The Past and  
Future of Guns.” Journal of Criminal Law and 
Criminology. 2015.

Steven Lubet
EDNA B. AND EDNYFED 
H. WILL IAMS MEMORIAL 
PROFESSOR OF LAW

“Court Rightly Embraced a 
‘Living’ Constitution in Death 
Penalty Case.” The National 

Law Journal. 2016.

“Why Isn’t Trump Using the Law to Back Up His 
Mouth?” New Republic. 2016. 

“Bernie or Bust? The Lesson of 1968.” CNN (with 
Jim Bendat). 2016.

“What Would Nino Do with Garland’s Nomination?” 
National Law Journal (with Charles Gardner  
Geyh). 2016.

“Here’s Betting That a Computer Can’t Play Poker.” 
Chicago Tribune. 2016.
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Seat.” Chicago Tribune. 2016.
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Replacement,” CNN. 2016.
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Cambridge University Press. 2015.
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“Ethnography on Trial.” The New Republic. 2015.
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Penalty.” Chicago Tribune. 2015.
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Steven Salaita a Job.” Chicago Tribune. 2015.
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PROFESSOR OF  
BANKRUPTCY LAW  
AND PRACT ICE

“Comity, Chapter 15, and 
the Enforcement of Foreign 
Country Money Judgments in 

the United States.” Annual Review of Insolvency 
Law. 2016. 

“‘Shoot the...’: Holes in Make Whole Premiums.” 
Bankruptcy Law Letter. 2016.
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“To Market, To Market: Momentive and Secured 
Creditor Cram Down Interest Rates.” Bankruptcy 
Law Letter. 2016.

“Equitable Cuteness: Of Mountains and Mice.” 
Bankruptcy Law Letter. 2015.

Bankruptcy: 21st Century Debtor-Creditor Law 
(Including BAPCPA), 4th edition (with David G. 
Epstein, Steve Nickles, and Lawrence Ponoroff). 
West Academic Group. 2015.

“Loser’s Lament: Caulkett and ASARCO.” 
Bankruptcy Law Letter. 2015.
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“Liberals Versus Political 
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2016.

“Neutral Principles and Some Campaign 
Finance Problems.” William & Mary Law 
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Conference of the International Association 
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Stein). 2015.
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Law & Econ Research Paper. 2016.
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HARRY R. HORROW 
PROFESSOR IN 
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“The Illusion of the Free 
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York University Journal of 

Legislation & Public Policy. 2016.

“In Praise of Faction:  How Special Interests 
Benefit Constitutional Order.” Northwestern 
University Law Review. 2015.
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Nominees.” Reuters. 2016.
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Not Enough.” Huffington Post. 2016.
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Murphy). 2015.
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“A Non-Contentious Account of Article III’s 
Domestic Relations Exception.” Notre Dame Law 
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“Article I Courts” in Encyclopedia of American 
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“Article III” in Encyclopedia of American Governance, 
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“A Declaratory Theory of State Accountability.” 
Virginia Law Review. 2016.
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Journal of Procedural Law. 2015.
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Partnership Taxation: Cases, Materials, and 
Problems (with Robert Wootton). 2015.
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“Antonin Scalia (1936-2016).” 
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“After Obergefell: What Now?” Chronicles:  
A Magazine of American Culture. 2015.

Piercing the Corporate Veil. Thompson  
Reuters. 2015.
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David Scheffer
MAYER BROWN/ROBERT 
A. HELMAN PROFESSOR 
OF LAW

“Maximizing Opportunities to 
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Contemporary Issues Facing 

the International Criminal Court. 2016.

“A Review of the Experiences of the Pre-Trial and 
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Crimes.” Genocide Studies International. 2016.
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Convocation Honors Northwestern Law Class of 2016
On Friday, May 13, over 500 Northwestern 
Pritzker School of Law graduates, along 
with their families and friends, packed the 
historic Chicago Theatre for the Class of 
2016’s convocation ceremony.

Howard A. Tullman (JD ’70), chief 
executive officer of 1871, Chicago’s world-
renowned mega-incubator for tech startups, 
delivered the keynote address.

“Lincoln Hall changes the way you look at 
the world—mostly in a good way—and the 

rigor, the arguments, the grit and the perse-
verance that it takes to excel in this special 
place have prepared you, have distinguished 
you, and will set you apart going forward in 
whatever you choose to do with your lives,” 
Tullman said, “Your most important and 
first job is to choose wisely.”

A technologist, venture capitalist, educa-
tor and serial entrepreneur, Tullman has 
started more than a dozen businesses and 
has more than 50 years of start-up, emerging 

technology and turn-around experience in a 
wide variety of fields. His work on behalf of 
the city of Chicago has resulted in the creation 
of thousands of new jobs, new educational 
programs for children, and improved tech-
nology classes in Chicago’s schools. Before 
turning to entrepreneurship, he practiced 
law for 10 years, specializing in class action 
litigation and Chapter 11 bankruptcy cases. 
He is a life member of the Northwestern 
Law Board and the winner of the Donald 
Pritzker Entrepreneurship Law Center’s 2008 
Distinguished Entrepreneur Award.

In addition to Tullman and Dean  
Daniel B. Rodriguez, Northwestern 
University President Morton Schapiro and 
student speakers Patricia Boone (JD ’16), 
Yali Li (LLM ’16), and Julio Zambrano  
(MSL ’16) addressed the crowd.

During the ceremony, a number of 
faculty members and students received 
awards voted on by the students. Outgoing 
Student Bar Association president Ghassan 
Shamieh (JD ’16) presented the following 
faculty awards and Professor Peter DiCola 
presented the student awards.

DiCola also presented Clemens Gaugush 
(LLM ’16) with the Wigmore Key, the 

Howard Tullman (JD ’70) addresses the Class of 2016. 
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only award voted on by both students and 
faculty for the graduating student “who has 
done the most to help preserve the tradi-
tions of the law school.”

Northwestern Law’s 2016 graduat-
ing class includes 231 candidates for JD 
degrees and 27 candidates for joint JD-MBA 
degrees, 135 candidates for LLM degrees, 
32 candidates for the LLM degree and 
certificate in business administration from 
Kellogg, 54 candidates for LLM degrees in 
taxation, 13 candidates for LLM degrees 
in international human rights, and 34 
candidates for MSL degrees. Other degrees 
presented included those in the Executive 
LLM Programs in Seoul (5), Madrid (14), 
and Tel Aviv (33), and four candidates for 
Master of Studies in Law. n 

2016 CONVOCATION

Faculty Awards

Outstanding Adjunct Professor
Richard Levin

Outstanding First-Year Course Professor
Susan Provenzano

Outstanding Professor of a Small Class
Destiny Peery (JD-PhD ’12)

Outstanding LLM Tax Professor
Robert Wootton

Robert Childres Memorial Award  
for Teaching Excellence

Peter DiCola

Student Awards

Courage Award
Patricia Boone (JD ’16)

Legal Profession Award
Mackenzie Drutowski (JD ’16)

Service Award
Paige Cunningham (JD ’16)

Leadership Award
Ghassan Shamieh (JD ’16)

Wigmore Key
Clemens Gaugush (LLM ’16)
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Spring Break Snapshots
Every year, Northwestern Law students have many 
opportunities to gain firsthand experience in legal, 
humanitarian, and business environments outside 
of the United States. Through International Team 
Projects (ITP), as well as other courses and programs, 
students have conducted research and implemented 
projects in dozens of countries. A few students 
shared some photos and thoughts from 2016 trips. 

“ ITP Ireland offered a class of 25 students, under the guidance of Professor Alyson Carrel, 
the experience of completing in-depth research projects comparing law between the United 
States and Ireland. My group focused on same-sex marriage, studying how Ireland, which 
passed same-sex marriage nationwide via popular vote, compares to the United States, 
which passed same-sex marriage nationwide via the courts. I will look back on ITP as a true 
highlight of my law school experience, as we developed solid friendships with fellow students 
while also flexing our academic muscles.” –A. J. SINGLETARY (JD-MBA ’16)

ITP Ireland student leaders (from left) Cassandra Abernathy (JD ’17), A.J. Singletary (JD-MBA ’16), Claire Brennan (JD ’16), 
and Kirsten Moran (JD ’17) visited the Cliffs of Moher in County Clare, Ireland.

Students have opportunities 
to supplement classroom 
learning with research abroad. 
During spring break in 2016, 
Professor Emily Kadens and 
eight of her English Legal 
History students traveled to 
London to conduct primary 
source research in legal 
archives. In this photograph, 
Christine Fiedler (JD ’18) 
researches a late 16th 
century case from the Court 
of Star Chamber at the 
National Archives in London.
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ITP Israel students (from left) Mackenzie Drutowski  
(JD ’16), Gina Chen (JD ’17), Yewande Gilbert  
(JD-LLM IHR ’17), and Sol Lerner (JD ’17) visited the  
Tel Aviv headquarters of Yotpo, a platform that helps  
businesses with original content marketing, to  
conduct interviews and research on Israeli startups.

ITP Spain students (from left) Ryan Parchment (JD ’17), Jessica Dent (JD ’17), Alaina DiMarco (JD ’16),  
Shirin Savliwala (JD ’16), and Agnieszka Kawecki (JD ’16) met with Spanish labor and social security  
inspectors Virginia de Alarcon Pareja and José Ignacio Martín Fernández.

“Our ITP trip to Israel was amazing! I am so happy that I had the chance to 
learn so much about Israel with my classmates on this trip. We had many 
opportunities to talk with local residents and learned more about the unique 
challenges and opportunities facing this young nation. Most of us want to 
come back to visit the country in the near future.” –GINA CHEN (JD ’17)

“ Our group researched 
employment law in 
Spain. We met with 
several Labor and Social 
Security Inspectors 
at the Ministry of 
Labor in both Madrid 
and Barcelona, a 
representative from 
the Spanish Data 
Protection Agency, 
and employment 
lawyers—from 
Baker & McKenzie 
in Barcelona and 
Pérez-Llorca  
in Madrid.”  

–AGNIESZKA 

KAWECKI (JD ’16)
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MSL Student Corinna 
Raimondo Awarded 
Mirzayan Fellowship
Master of Science in Law (MSL) student 
Corinna Raimondo was selected to be a 2016 
Christine Mirzayan Science and Technology 
Policy Graduate Fellow with the National 
Academies of Sciences, Engineering and 
Medicine, where she worked on interna-
tional research ethics projects with the 
National Academy of Engineering (NAE).

Raimondo, who has a PhD in physical 
chemistry and is a postdoctoral fellow with 
Northwestern University’s McCormick 
School of Engineering and Applied Science, 
became very interested in ethics of scientific 
research during her academic career.

“During my studies, I noticed how mis-
conduct in the sciences is a huge issue. Most 
money for research is public money and we 
want to be accountable,” she said.

As part of her fellowship, Raimondo is 
working with the Center for Engineering 
Ethics and Society, an organization within 
NAE that provides resources for students 
and scholars. She is also working on a 
project to develop a set of international 
standards on research ethics.

“There’s no body on international laws 
regulating scientific research. Editors 
and journals have their own policies, and 
there’s no guarantee they’re being applied,” 
Raimondo said. “Lack of regulation is 
one of the reasons there have been very 
significant misconduct cases, like Andrew 
Wakefield’s study on the link between 
autism and vaccines.”

Raimondo, who will return to 
Northwestern after the fellowship, was 
interested in the MSL program the moment 
she heard about it and valued the opportu-
nity to gain an understanding of how the 
law is applied to science. She also believes it 
helped her fellowship application stand out.

“Getting to do work like this is a dream,” 
she said. “It’s exactly what I want to do with 
my life.” n 

Woodger Faugas Named Chicago Area Schweitzer Fellow
 Woodger Faugas (JD ’17) joins the Chicago Area Schweitzer Fellows Class of  
2016–17. The fellowship is part of a joint program between the Health & Medicine 
Policy Research Group (HMPRG) and the Albert Schweitzer Fellowship (ASF).

The program seeks health-focused graduate students across a variety of disciplines, 
with the goal of developing a corps of emerging professionals who will enter the work-
force with the skills and commitment to address health disparities.

With plans to professionally serve others through working at the intersections of law, 
medicine, and entrepreneurship, Faugas has long been interested in affecting society’s 

“social determinants of health.” Through his past work as an AmeriCorps member, 
public school teacher, and leader of an immigrant rights-based nonprofit—and his 
recent experience as a volunteer at Lurie Children’s Hospital of Chicago—he has  
demonstrated an understanding of the importance of service and the need to address 
the systemic forces that shape the conditions of daily life.

Faugas’s journey as a Schweitzer Fellow began with inspiration from a TED Talk on 
the concept of “grit” given by Angela Lee Duckworth, a psychologist and MacArthur 
Genius grant winner. He then looked into research showing that success, in the face of 
entrenched societal marginalization, can have adverse consequences on people’s physi-
cal and emotional health.

“It’s called ‘John Henryism’—a coping strategy emanating from when people grapple 
with pursuing their goals in the face of intense social discrimination—which can lead 
to mounting physiological costs if time isn’t taken to think about, and nurture, health 
and wellbeing,” Faugas said.

His project with the Schweitzer Fellowship, which will total at least 200 hours over 
the course of this coming academic year, will involve mentoring and teaching coping 
skills and other mental health wellness strategies to student populations that are vul-
nerable to this phenomenon.

In crafting the proposal for his service project, Faugas received guidance  
Professor Monica Llorente (JD ’00), director of the Children’s Law Pro Bono Project  
of the Bluhm Legal Clinic’s Children and Family Justice Center.

“Without her support, I have a hard time imagining how this would have all  
happened,” he said. “Through a class that I’ve taken with her, I not only grew to  
internalize and appreciate the importance of service and leadership but also became 
cognizant of several key legal, and non-legal, ideas that will be useful in the legal  
profession and beyond.”

Faugas, who had accumulated over 450 hours of public service in his first year  
of the Accelerated JD program, hopes to share with mentees, a number of wellness  
methods and leadership skills that will incrementally lead to a more equitable and 
healthy society. n 

Chicago Area Schweitzer Fellow Woodger Faugas
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Global Village Showcases 
International Community
Northwestern Pritzker School of Law 
hosted the 11th Annual Global Village 
celebration on February 26. Representatives 
from over 20 countries hosted tables with 
food, trivia questions, and activities for  
over 500 guests. 

“It’s an awesome event,” said Serge-
Delors Ndikum (LLM ’16), who worked in 
Cameroon, the United Kingdom, France, 
and Italy before attending Northwestern 
Law. “It’s a celebration of internationalism 
here at Northwestern Law.”

 “When you’re in law school, everyone’s 
studying and we’re stressed a lot of the 
time,” Ndikum, who helped organize  
the event and emceed the evening’s  
performances, said. Just to see everyone 
expressing themselves in a different way, 
that’s exciting.” n 

Several of Chicago’s Consuls General attended the event. From left: Javier Rojas of Costa Rica; Adi Altschuler, Director of International 
Programs; Vincent Floreani of France; Polyxei Petropoulou of Greece; Dean Dan Rodriguez; Ausaf Sayeed of India; Leslie Oster, Clinical 
Associate Professor of Law and Director of the Master of Science in Law Program; and Roy Norton of Canada.
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LLM Tax Teams Win ABA National Competition
Northwestern Pritzker School of Law LLM Tax students took home 
the top prizes at the American Bar Association’s (ABA) 15th Annual 
Law Student Tax Challenge at the ABA’s Section of Taxation 2016 
Midyear Meeting in Los Angeles.

Janelle Darnell (LLM Tax ’16) and Ester Santana (LLM Tax ’16), 
coached by Professor Robert Wootton, won first place for their oral 
presentation. Samuel Neece (LLM Tax ’16) and Colleen Redden  
(LLM Tax ’16), coached by Professor Jeffrey Sheffield, came in  
second in the same competition. James Baker (LLM Tax ’16) and 
Daniel Wharton (LLM Tax ’16), also coached by Sheffield, won best 
written submission.

The challenge is designed to give students an opportunity to 
research, write about, and present their analyses of a real-life tax 
planning problem. There is both a JD and LLM division. Over  
the past nine years, Northwestern Law’s LLM Tax teams won 
first place in the LLM division six times and won Best Written 
Submission four times.

“As an international student, my decision to join the competition 
was first motivated by the idea of having an opportunity to dig even 
more into the US tax law and have the possibility to work on some-
thing like a ‘real world case,’” said Santana, who is from Brazil. “I 
know that this is something that I will carry for the rest of my career.”

“Having the opportunity to work closely with an international 
student and attorney has brought a whole different perspective to 

my studies and the legal profession. I truly believe that our success 
is due in large part to our diverse backgrounds and teamwork,” 
Darnell said. “This experience is a game changer academically and 
professionally, but most importantly, having the opportunity to 
build these types of relationships with your classmates and profes-
sors makes it worth it.” n 

From left to right: James Baker, Professor Sheffield, Daniel Wharton, Samuel Neece, Colleen 
Redden, Ester Santana, Janelle Darnell, and Professor Wootton at the 2016 ABA National 
Section of Taxation Competition.

Negotiation Team Wins ABA National Competition
Mackenzie Drutowski (JD ’16) and Jeff Wysong (JD ’16) won the ABA Law Student Division 
Negotiation Competition held at the ABA’s 2016 midyear meeting in San Diego.

Drutowski and Wysong won the regional competition last fall. At the midyear meet-
ing, they beat fellow regional finalists from the University of Illinois as well as teams 
from across the country, including finalists from Liberty University School of Law and 
University of California, Berkeley, School of Law.

The final competition required them to negotiate four different problems in two days on 
the topic of information law.

“I was really enjoying my negotiations class and I thought it would be great to get more 
practice,” Drutowski said, explaining why she decided to join the team in 2014. “My experi-
ence on the negotiations team has been a highlight of my law school experience—I learned 
a lot about myself as a negotiator.”

“Winning was a wonderful affirmation of how much Jeff and I have learned and grown,” 
she continued. “I cannot thank everyone at the Center on Negotiation and Mediation 
enough for the enormous amounts of time and energy they invested in us.”

This is the third year in a row a team from Northwestern Law—coached by Alyson 
Carrel and Daniel Gandert, clinical assistant professors in the Bluhm Legal Clinic’s Center 
on Negotiation and Mediation, and Lynn Cohn, the Center’s director—has competed in the 
national ABA Negotiation Competition. n Jeff Wysong and Mackenzie Drutowski
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Bartlit Center Team Wins 
Regional Trial Competition
A team from the Bartlit Center for  
Trial Advocacy won the National  
Trial Competition’s recent Midwest  
regional championship.

Michael Maione (JD ’16) and Stacy 
Kapustina (JD ’17) came in first place. 
Maione was also named the competition’s 
Outstanding Advocate. Another Bartlit 
Center team, Douglas Bates (JD ’17) and 
Kelly Mennemeier (JD ’16), also reached the 
playoff rounds. The teams were coached by 
Richard Levin.

Steven Lubet, Williams Memorial 
Professor of Law and director of the Center, 
congratulated the students and their coach.

“Rick Levin has done a tremendous job 
of teaching our students how to be effective 
and ethical trial lawyers,” Lubet said. “He 
emphasizes a deep understanding of the 
trial process itself, which equips our stu-
dents to handle cases in real life, far beyond 
the competition.”

Levin praised his students for the hard 
work and dedication.

“I am always amazed at the effort and 
energy the students devote to the trials,” 
Levin said. “Stacy was singled out by Justice 
McBride for her exceptional cross examina-
tion, and Mike’s closing argument was one 
of the best I’ve ever seen. They are awesome.”

“For six weeks every semester, we spend 
twenty hours every weekend holed up in 
a house in the suburbs bickering with one 
another about fake case files as though the 
fate of the world depended on the out-
come of our discussions,” Maione said of 
the experience. “Being on trial team is, at 
times, exhausting, exasperating, and even 
humiliating. It is also completely worth it, 
not only for days like today when you win, 
but for the relationships that are—and can 
only be—forged by mutual trauma.”

This marks the seventh consecutive 
year a Bartlit Center team has reached the 
regional finals. n 

Oxygenie Wins Award at NU Venture Challenge
Trevor Martin (JD ’17) and his teammates were awarded $10,000 as runners-up in the 
life services and medical innovation category at the Northwestern University Venture 
Challenge competition in June. Martin and his five teammates created Oxygenie, an 
automated oxygen-weaning device that will help reduce length of hospital stay and increase 
efficiency for patients receiving oxygen therapy, in the 2015–16 NUVention Medical course.

“What we’re aiming to do is use smart technology to really allow patients and providers 
to enjoy this 21st century care that will inevitably allow patients to feel better about the 
state of their therapy and will also allow nurses to have more time to care for their patients 
in these substantive and interpersonal ways,” Martin said.

In addition to prioritizing patient safety and better care, the device offers cost savings  
for hospitals.

“A hospital like Northwestern Memorial can save approximately $1.6 million a year if 
the device reduces patient stay by just five percent. Small results can have a big impact for 
hospitals and patients,” Martin said.

The Oxygenie team—Martin, two Feinberg School of Medicine students, two 
McCormick School of Engineering and Applied Science students, and one Kellogg School 
of Management student—was assigned in the fall of 2015 in the NUVention Medical course 
taught by faculty from the four schools, including Northwestern Pritzker School of Law 
professors Esther Barron and Leslie Oster. 

Martin and his colleagues have filed a patent application for their device and used 
some of the prize money to establish an LLC. They are working with Matter’s Chicago 
Innovation Mentors, a program designed to help companies in the early stages of  
commercializing healthcare technology. 

“Now we have the opportunity to rethink, restructure, and make decisions about what 
our business is going to look like moving forward,” he said. n 

Trevor Martin
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Alumni Weekend and Reunion 2015, which  
took place from October 23-24, was the best 
attended celebration to date. Kicking off just 
hours after the historic Pritzker gift announce-
ment, the weekend featured parties for the 
reunion year classes dating back to 1955,  
a town hall meeting with Dean Rodriguez,  
and many more tours, panels, and sessions.  
The weekend also featured the 3rd Annual 
Alumni Awards Luncheon, where 120 alumni, 
faculty, administrators, families, and friends 
gathered as Dean Daniel B. Rodriguez honored 
six alumni for their accomplishments and  
contributions to the Law School. n 

Alumni Weekend and Reunion 2015  
Celebrates the Past and Future

The 2015 Alumni Award Recipients 
EMERGING LE ADER AWARD

Keating Crown and Esther Joy King
Keating Crown (JD-MBA ’11) and Esther Joy King (JD-LLM Tax ’13) 
received the Emerging Leader Award, presented in recognition of 
career achievements by a graduate from the last 10 years.

After graduating with his JD-MBA, Crown joined Chicago-based 
real estate development firm Sterling Bay, where he focuses on 
adaptive reuse conversions of functionally obsolete buildings.  
He serves on the board of the 606 Leadership Council, which 
raised $20 million to create the park and trail that runs along the 
old Bloomingdale train line, and was recently named fundraising 
co-chair of an effort to raise another $20 million to expand the trail. 
He is also on the boards of the National September 9/11 Memorial 
and Steppenwolf Theatre. Crown was named one of Crain’s  
Chicago Business’ “40 Under 40” in 2014.

After graduating, King worked as an associate with Kirkland  
& Ellis’ commercial real estate practice before joining the Illinois 

The Class of 1990 celebrates their 25th Reunion, chaired by Michele Dodd, Carol Nealy, and Michael Silverman.
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Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity in 2015. 
King currently serves as director of entrepreneurship, innovation, 
and technology with the department, where she officially  
represents Illinois to the business community. Her portfolio of 
work includes courting companies, liaising with other state govern-
ment departments, and supporting the state’s growing entrepre-
neurial technology landscape.

VOLUN TEER SERV ICE AWARD

Steven Elrod
Steven Elrod (JD ’82) received the Volunteer Service Award for his 
continued commitment to the Law School. Elrod is executive part-
ner of Holland and Knight’s Chicago office and the chairman of the 
firm’s National Land Use and Government Team. He is the corpo-
ration counsel for the City of Highland Park, Ill., and the village 
attorney for the Villages of Northbrook, Glencoe, Lincolnwood and 
Carpentersville, Ill. He serves as an adjunct professor at the Law 
School, winning the 2013 award for Outstanding Adjunct Professor 
from the Student Bar Association. Elrod is also treasurer of the 
Chicago Bar Association and serves on the board of the Chicago 
Bar Foundation.

IN TERNAT IONAL ALUMNUS AWARD

The Honorable Paul Lemmens
Paul Lemmens (LLM ’78) received the International Alumnus 
Award, presented in recognition of international career achieve-
ments. Lemmens serves as the Belgian judge at the European Court 
of Human Rights, after being elected in 2012. He was previously 
a judge at the Belgian Council of State, a member of the UNMIK 
Human Rights Advisory Panel in Kosovo, and a professor of inter-
national human rights at KU Leuven in Belgium, where he founded 
the Faculty of Law’s Institute for Human Rights, now part of the 
Leuven Institute for Human Rights and Critical Studies. He was a 
visiting professor at Northwestern Law in 1999.

DAWN CL ARK NE TSCH AWARD  
FOR PUBL IC SERV ICE

Russlynn Ali
Russlynn Ali (JD ’97) received the Dawn Clark Netsch Award for 
Public Service. Ali serves as managing director for education of 
the Emerson Collective, an LLC dedicated to improving public 
education, advancing immigration reform, and supporting social 
innovation, and CEO of the XQ Institute, a collaboration dedi-
cated to rethinking school in America. Ali previously served in 
the Obama administration as assistant secretary for civil rights 
at the Department of Education. Prior to that, she worked for 
the Education Trust, the Children’s Defense Fund, the Broad 
Foundation and the Los Angeles Unified School District’s Board 
of Education. She has also taught at the University of Southern 
California Law Center and the University of California, Davis.

Remembering the Honorable Horace Ward
The Honorable Horace Ward (JD ’59), retired federal district 
judge from Georgia and a giant in the civil rights movement, 
died on April 23, 2016 at 88 years old. 

“Horace Ward was a true pathbreaker,” said Dean Rodriguez. 
“He was a civil rights icon, a courageous lawyer, a role model, 
and an American hero.” 

Ward received the Distinguished Alumnus Award, given to 
a graduate for extraordinary contributions to the legal field, at 
the 2015 Alumni Awards Luncheon.

After graduating from Northwestern Law, Ward returned 
to his native Georgia where he went on to have a trailblazing 
legal career. In 1960, Ward was part of a legal team that won 
a victory in the Georgia Court of Appeals, which secured the 
release of Martin Luther King Jr. from the Georgia State Prison 
after he had been arrested during a sit-in demonstration. In 
1961, after previously being denied admission himself to the 
University of Georgia School of Law, he represented Hamilton 
Holmes and Charlayne Hunter, two African-American stu-
dents, in the lawsuit that forced the University to desegregate. 
Ward was the second African-American ever elected to the 
Georgia State Senate and the first African-American to become 
a Superior Court judge in Georgia. He was appointed to the 
federal bench in 1979 by President Carter, and served as a US 
District Judge in the Northern District of Georgia until 2012.

Judge Horace Ward (center) with Charles Rivkin (JD ’59), who introduced him at the awards 
luncheon, and Patricia Searcy.

Former Governor Pat Quinn (JD ’80) Professor James Speta
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2016 Jay A. Pritzker Fellows Announced
“I am delighted to announce that we have selected nine outstand-
ing graduates to receive the 2016 Jay A. Pritzker Fellowships,” said 
Cindy Wilson (JD ’86), Clinical Professor of Law and Director of 
the Center for Externships. “They were chosen based on their out-
standing public interest work during law school and their commit-
ment to using their law degrees to serve the public. Each Pritzker 
Fellow will provide much-needed legal services to underrepre-
sented clients across the country.”

The Jay Pritzker Foundation established the Jay A. Pritzker 
Fellowship Program in 2014 to help talented Northwestern Pritzker 
School of Law graduates launch public interest careers. Each 
Pritzker Fellow receives a grant in the amount of $50,000, plus 
medical insurance coverage, to support one year of full-time ser-
vice as a lawyer at a nonprofit or government agency.

“During my fellowship at the ACLU of Illinois, I will work on 
issues relating to police practices, conditions of correctional facili-
ties, and broader criminal justice reform,” said Rachel Murphy (JD 
’16). “I entered law school with the goal of becoming an attorney 
fighting for social justice and the dream that one day I could work 
for an organization like the ACLU, and I could not be more excited 
for this opportunity.”

The 2016 Pritzker Fellows are:

CAI T L IN BARLOW
Barlow will work at Cabrini Green Legal Aid in Chicago, where she 
will work as an attorney with both the Chicago Legal Advocacy for 
Incarcerated Mothers program and the Housing Law program. Her 
work will focus on helping incarcerated mothers and their children 
to stabilize their housing options upon release from jail or prison. 
Barlow interned with Bay Area Legal Aid and the Legal Aid Society 
of the District of Columbia, and completed an externship at the 
National Immigration Justice Center. She was also a student in the 
Bluhm Legal Clinic’s Supreme Court Clinic.

L AURA COL A
Cola will work at the DC Volunteer Lawyers Project in Washington, 
DC, representing domestic violence victims and at-risk children. 
Cola interned at the John Howard Association, as well as the 
Exoneration Project, and was a student in two different centers in 
the Bluhm Legal Clinic. She also served as associate editor for the 
Journal of Law and Social Policy.

MELODY DERNOCOEUR
Dernocoeur will work at the Shelby County Public Defender in 
Memphis, Tennessee through the Gideon’s Promise program. 
Dernocoeur was a National Moot Court Team member, and vice 

president of monitoring for the Northwestern University Human 
Rights Project. While at the Law School, she spent summers work-
ing for the Kanawha County Public Defender in Charleston, West 
Virginia, the Kafantayeni Resentencing Project in Malawi, the 
International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugloslavia in The 
Hague, Netherlands, and at the Bluhm Legal Clinic’s Center for 
International Human Rights.

ERICA HASPEL
Haspel will work at The Door in New York City, assisting youth 
with legal issues including housing, public benefits, and emancipa-
tion. She worked at Manhattan Legal Services in New York City 
and LAF in Chicago, and was a student in the Bluhm Legal Clinic’s 
Civil Litigation Center. She served as co-president of Student Funded 
Public Interest Fellowships (SFPIF), the events chair for OUTLaw, 
and associate editor for the Journal of Law and Social Policy.

HANNAH HENKEL
Henkel will work at the Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission in Chicago, where she will assist in litigating employ-
ment anti-discrimination cases. She has a strong passion for labor 
and employment law, and has worked to fight white collar crime 
as an intern at the US Attorney’s office, as well as studied issues 
associated with worker’s compensation claims with Judge Margaret 
Ann Brennan of the Circuit Court of Cook County. During law 
school, she served as executive editor of the Journal for Criminal 
Law and Criminology and is a certified mediator through the 
Center for Conflict Resolution.

AMANDA KOONS
Koons will work at the 15th Judicial District Public Defender in 
Lafayette, Louisiana through the Gideon’s Promise program. She 
worked for the Bluhm Legal Clinic’s Center for International 
Human Rights and the Children and Family Justice Center; the 
Cook County Office of the Public Defender; and the Louisiana 
Capital Assistance Center in New Orleans, Louisiana. She served 
as vice president of the Northwestern University Human Rights 
Project, and was comment editor for the Northwestern University 
Journal of International Human Rights.

RACHEL MURPH Y
Murphy will work at the Roger Baldwin Foundation of the ACLU 
in Illinois. She was a student in the Bluhm Legal Clinic’s Center on 
Wrongful Convictions of Youth. Murphy worked at San Francisco’s 
Youth Law Center, and was an intern at the Community Activism 
Alliance in Chicago, the Sargent Shriver National Center on 
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Poverty Law, and the ACLU of Illinois. She also served as co-chair 
of the SFPIF auction donation committee.

JACQUEL INE NICHOL AS
Nicholas will work in the State Defender Office of the Legal Aid and 
Defender Association in Detroit, Michigan. Nicholas worked for LAF 
in Chicago and for the Office of the State Public Defender, Capital 
Defense Counsel Division, in Jackson, Mississippi. She served as 
chair for the SFPIF auction, and was a student in the Bluhm Legal 
Clinic’s Center for Criminal Defense. She also represented a client 
pro bono with the Sargent Shriver Center on Poverty Law, petition-
ing for the client’s Certificate of Good Conduct and Clemency.

K IMBERLY SE Y MOUR
Kimberly will work for the Federal Defender Program in Chicago. 
She completed the JD/International Human Rights four-year 
program, and worked at the National Immigrant Justice Center, the 
Louisiana Capital Assistance Center, and at the Southern Center for 
Human Rights in Atlanta. She externed with the Honorable Marvin 
Aspen of the United States District Court for the Northern District 
of Illinois, and was a student in two centers in the Bluhm Legal 
Clinic. Kimberly also interned with the Federal Defender Program 
in Chicago. She was Symposium Chair and Res Publica Editor of 
the Journal of Law and Social Policy, President of the Public Interest 
Law Group, and was awarded the Legal Profession Award at the 
2015 Commencement Ceremony.

This year, the Law School is also partnering with Gideon’s 
Promise, an Atlanta-based nonprofit organization that trains, 
mentors, and supports young public defenders. Melody 
Dernocoeur and Amanda Koons will become Gideon’s Promise 
Fellows in the organization’s three-year Core 101 Program and  
will work as public defenders in Tennessee and Louisiana,  
respectively. These positions are funded through the Pritzker 
Fellowship program.

“One of the huge benefits of the Gideon’s Promise program is 
that it coordinates with some of the best client-centered offices, 
and clears some of the difficult hurdles of going where we’re most 
needed,” Koons said.

Dernocoeur spent last summer in Gideon’s Promise’s  
Summer Law Clerk program, and experienced firsthand the 
strength of the organization.

“Every interaction that I have had with a member of the 
Gideon’s team has reinforced a common theme: we are all in 
this together,” Dernocoeur said. “That community, that sense of 
belonging is a refuge that I believe is a necessity to maintain the 
level of zealous advocacy that our justice system needs from its 
public defenders.”

The Jay A. Pritzker Fellowship Program increases access to 
justice in the community while at the same time offering more 
Northwestern Law students the opportunity to launch careers in 
public service. The 2016 Pritzker Fellows will start their new jobs 
in the fall. n 

From left: Rachel Murphy, Laura Cola, and Erica Haspel
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“Trials are a search for the truth.”
Reid Schar, Northwestern Law ’97, has built an 

impressive career by following this simple maxim. 
First as Assistant US Attorney for the Northern 
District of Illinois and now as a partner at Jenner & 
Block LLP, it’s a guiding principle that has put Schar 
at the center of several high-profile cases includ-
ing the prosecution of former Illinois governor Rod 
Blagojevich on corruption charges, and the investiga-
tion of what became known as the “Bridgegate” affair 
in New Jersey.

Working in the courtroom, whether as  
prosecutor or defense counsel, is a demanding role  
he relishes.

“There is no purer form in the law than presenting 
evidence and your position to twelve citizens and 
having them decide whether your position is correct,” 
Schar said. “I have always enjoyed the art of trying to 
persuade people to my position.”

In 2015, Schar was inducted into the American 
College of Trial Lawyers. The ACTL is an invitation-
only organization that seeks out exceptional  
trial lawyers in the United States and Canada, select-
ing “only those who have demonstrated the very 
highest standards of trial advocacy, ethical conduct, 
integrity, professionalism and collegiality” and  
membership is limited to, at most, one percent  
of the bar. With his induction, Schar joined thirteen 
other practicing lawyers at Jenner & Block who are 
ACTL members.

FOLLOWING THE FAC TS
Searching for the truth as an Assistant US Attorney 
led—eventually—to evidence of corruption at the 
highest levels of government in the Blagojevich trial, 
which resulted in a conviction in 2011.

“I think there is a misperception, understandably, 
that the Blagojevich case was always the Blagojevich 
case,” Schar said. “But it didn’t start that way.”

“Operation Board Games” began in 2003 as an 
investigation into corruption involving state pension 
funds where there was suspicion of kickbacks and 

“pay-to-play” schemes. The investigation led to the 
conviction of Antoin Rezko on corruption charges, 
and ultimately to United States v. Rod Blagojevich, et 
al., where Schar was the lead prosecutor.

“It became the Blagojevich case because we fol-
lowed the facts, and the facts take you to places where 
you didn’t think you would end up,” Schar said. “I 
don’t think anyone thought at the beginning it would 
lead to an indictment of a sitting governor.”

Even with the facts in hand, Schar says that putting 
the pieces of the puzzle together for a jury in a politi-
cal corruption case is challenging. 

“It’s a more complex analysis and set of facts,” Schar 
recalled. “The evidence is more subtle, often with wit-
nesses who don’t want to cooperate.”

The successful prosecutions, though satisfying, 
were victories with a somewhat bitter taste.

Alumni Profile: Reid Schar  
In Pursuit of Truth
BY TOM GERROW

Reid Schar
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“It’s disheartening when you determine that this 
conduct has occurred,” Schar said. “It’s also gratify-
ing because these types of crimes impact countless 
citizens and you can make a difference. 

“It never bothered me to investigate and find no 
crime had occurred,” Schar recalls. “But when you  
do determine something criminal has occurred,  
you get ready for trial. If you obtain a guilty verdict, 
you have both positive and negative reactions. The 
jury agreed with your belief of what you understood 
the truth to be. But at the same time guilty ver-
dicts come with a consequence – you have families 
impacted, and fatigue from multiple political people 
going to jail, which can cause citizens to become 
cynical about politics.”

SEEK ING NE W CHALLENGES
After thirteen years as an Assistant US Attorney, 
Schar decided to take a step back and appraise his 
future career options. With a string of high-profile 
criminal cases successfully concluded, he felt there 
were other challenges waiting for him.

“Having been involved in big complex criminal 
cases, I thought it was time for me to move on and 
challenge myself to be successful in a civil setting,” 
Schar said. “I began to look around for an opportu-
nity that provided that challenge, and Jenner & Block 
was a firm that had been able to take people out of the 
US Attorney’s Office and turn them into successful 
civil litigation lawyers.”

Well known for their litigation and investigation 
practice, Jenner & Block offered Schar an opportunity 
to assume a leadership role in a more entrepreneurial 
setting. And, recalling why he wanted to become 
a trial lawyer in the first place, another factor also 
appealed to Schar.

“Jenner & Block has a strong pro bono environment, 
with an opportunity to give a voice to those who 
might not have a voice,” Schar said.

In his current role at Jenner & Block, where he co-
chairs the White Collar Defense and Investigations 
Practice, fewer of Schar’s cases actually go to trial 
than during his time as a prosecutor. But he still 
applies his experience as an investigator to the com-
plex cases he now manages.

“A lot of what I do now is litigation or investigations 
that have an international aspect to them,” Schar  
said. It’s challenging work that often involves 

Fortune 500 companies, federal agencies such as the 
Department of Justice and the State Department,  
and even foreign governments—a law practice that 
spans the globe.

But Schar is on familiar ground working interna-
tionally. One case he prosecuted while an Assistant 
US Attorney, United States v. Mousa Abu Marzook, 
et al., involved the terrorist group Hamas, as well as 
Israeli intelligence officers, and led to the conviction 
of two defendants.

“It required sensitive negotiations with the Israeli 
government,” Schar recalled. “It was the first time 
that Hamas had been charged as a racketeering enter-
prise, and we had Israeli Shinbet agents testifying 
in an American courtroom. Frankly, in Israel, these 

agents are wanted men by the terrorist organizations. 
The idea of letting them out of the country to testify 
in open court required a significant amount  
of negotiation.”

With international clients, this past experience 
helps him guide clients and provide counsel on how 
to be successful in complicated legal environments.

MAK ING A DIF FERENCE
Despite an ample workload, Schar makes a point of 
giving back to the legal community by mentoring 
younger lawyers, authoring articles and participat-
ing in seminars and debates. He also maintains ties 
to Northwestern Law, where he serves as an adjunct 
faculty member and occasionally teaches a class on 
criminal law.

“It’s great to teach and to mentor,” he said. “But 
what’s equally great is going through these complex 
and interesting issues with students and young 
lawyers, and getting the take of those who haven’t 
yet had experiences that will shade their views. It’s 
incredibly refreshing.” n 

“There is no purer form in the law than presenting evidence 
and your position to twelve citizens and having them decide 
whether your position is correct. I have always enjoyed the art 
of trying to persuade people to my position.”

— REID SCHAR
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Class Notes
 1950s

Newton N. Minow (JD ’50) was the recipient 
of the 12th PBS “Be More” Award.

Hon. Benjamin S. Mackoff (JD ’57) was 
named a 2016 Leading Lawyer in Illinois.

Lowell R. Beck (JD ’58) published a book,  
I Found My Niche…A Lifetime Journey of 
Lobbying and Association Leadership.

Richard E. Wiley (JD ’58) retired from Wiley 
Rein LLP on January 1st and will become 
chair emeritus.

Hon. Horace T. Ward (JD ’59) received the 
Distinguished Alumni Award at the 2015 
Northwestern Law Alumni Awards.

 1960s

Jerry M. Reinsdorf (JD ’60) was elected to  
the Naismith Basketball Hall of Fame’s  
Class of 2016.

Sophia H. Hall (JD ’67) was awarded The 
National Judicial College’s Advancement  
of Justice Award.

Richard A. Devine (JD ’68) wrote three 
articles featured in the Chicago Sun-
Times, “Opinion: Police-involved shootings 
don’t always call for special prosecutor,” 

“Opinion: Next police chief will face big 
challenges,” and “Commentary: Advice for 
Chicago’s  
new top cop: Boost morale, reduce crime.”

Alexander D. Kerr (JD ’68) joined Heyl 
Royster Voelker & Allen, P.C. as Of Counsel.

Michael A. Pope (JD ’69) was awarded The 
National Judicial College’s Advancement 
of Justice Award and honored by Governor 
Bruce Rauner for his work in founding the 
Illinois Equal Justice Foundation.

 1970s

Martin R. Galbut’s (JD ’71) firm, Galbut & 
Galbut, P.C. received the US News-Best 
Lawyers “Best Law Firms” ranking.

Harry J. Seigle (JD ’71) chaired the Jewish 
United Fund of Metropolitan Chicago’s  
16 Annual Campaign.

Michael J. Canter (JD ’72) was included on 
the 16 Best Lawyers in America list.

Avery Delott (JD ’72) was selected as a 
Leading Tax Lawyer by Leading Lawyers.

Allan I. Zackler (JD ’72) joined Wendel, 
Rosen, Black & Dean LLP as a Partner.

G. Ross Bridgman (JD ’73) was included on 
the 16 Best Lawyers in America list.

Ed E. Duncan (JD ’74) published his first 
crime novel, Pigeon Blood Red.

Arnold Bruce Stein (JD ’75) was named a 2016 
Leading Lawyer in Illinois.

Sandra J. Anderson (JD ’76) was appointed to 
the board of trustees at the Ohio University 
Foundation.

David P. Pearson (JD ’76) was named 
a “Local Litigation Star” by Benchmark 
Litigation.

Hon. Dean Hansell (JD ’77) was appointed to 
be a judge in the California Superior Court 
of Los Angeles.

Joanne Moffic-Silver (JD ’77) received the 
2015 ADL’s Women of Achievement Award, 
as well as the National Law Hour AM 
Award.

Hon. Paul E. Lemmens (LLM ’78) received 
the International Alumni Award at the 2015 
Northwestern Law Alumni Awards.

Stephen R. Lundeen (JD ’78) joined von 
Briesen & Roper, s.c. in the  business  
practice group as a shareholder in the  
firm’s Milwaukee office.

Stuart E. Palmer (JD ’79) was appointed to  
the panel at JAMS, the largest private 
provider of mediation and arbitration 
services worldwide.

Manmohan Lal Sarin (LLM ’79) was honored 
as “Chevalier de l’Ordre National du Mérite” 
by the Republic of France for promoting 
Indo-French relations over the last 30 years.

 1980s

Thomas G. Cline (JD ’80) retired as  
vice president and general counsel of  
Northwestern University.

Sean F. O’Shea (JD ’81) joined Boies, Schiller 
& Flexner as a Partner.

Michael E. Solimine (JD ’81) was quoted in 
“Misinformation Age: Court Weighs the 
Right to Sue an Internet Data Site” in the 
November 15 issue of the AB Journal.

Sandra J. Wall (JD ’81) rejoined DLA Piper  
as of counsel in the firm’s franchise and 
distribution practice.

Steven M. Elrod (JD ’82) received the  
Volunteer Service Award at the 2015  
Northwestern Law Alumni Awards.

Priya Harjani Named 
Northwestern University  
Deputy General Counsel
Priya J. Harjani (JD ’00) was promoted from 
senior associate general counsel to deputy 
general counsel for Northwestern University on 
March 1, 2016. 

“She has developed and demonstrated excep-
tional team leadership and collaborative skills,” 
Philip Harris, Northwestern’s vice president and 
general counsel, said , adding that these quali-
ties “complement her mastering of specialty areas 
that present growing challenges for our clients, 
including a variety of employment and litigation 
matters.”

After working in private practice at a large law 
firm in Chicago, Harjani joined Northwestern in 
2004 as an assistant general counsel. She counsels 
on labor and employment law matters, including 
terminations, performance issues, reductions in 
force, discrimination and harassment issues, dis-
ability accommodations, leaves of absences, sepa-
ration agreements, labor grievances and arbitra-
tions, union negotiations and wage and hour 
issues. In her new position, Harjani is expected 
to help manage areas of the Office of the General 
Counsel and facilitate the performance of more 
strategic and proactive work by the office. n 

Priya Harjani
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Tamara L. Lundgren (JD ’82) 
was appointed to the Advisory 
Committee for Trade Policy and 
Negotiations by President Obama.

Sharon M. Porcellio (JD ’82) was 
named in the Buffalo Business First 
and Buffalo Law Journal’s 15 Legal 
Elite.

Graham C. Grady (JD ’83) was  
invited to become a member of  
The Counselors of Real Estate.

Edward V. Walsh (JD ’83) joined 
Much Shelist as a Principal in the 
firm’s Real Estate and Litigation and 
Dispute Resolution practice groups.

Mindy Crandus Sircus (JD ’84) was 
appointed managing director of 
Major, Lindsey & Africa’s in-house 
practice group.

Pamela Rothenberg (JD ’84) was 
appointed to the board of directors 
for Shelters to Shutters.

Jan Stern Reed (JD ’84) was 
appointed to the board of directors 
at DigitalGlobe, Inc.

Jeffrey B. Wood (JD ’84)  
was promoted at Discover  
Financial Services.

John L. Senica (JD ’85) joined 
Greensfelder, Hemker & Gale,  
P.C. in the Business Services  
Practice Group.

Robert S. Grabemann (JD ’86)  
was appointed chief legal officer  
at Wimbledon Health Partners.

Harold A. Malkin (JD ’86) joined Lane 
Powell as a Shareholder in the Firm’s 
Litigation Department.

John A. Walton (JD ’86) retired  
from NIU Law and has become 
Professor Emeritus.

Bernard J. Bobber (JD ’87) joined 
Ogletree Deakins’ Milwaukee office 
as a shareholder.

David L. Reifman (JD ’88) was 
appointed the new commissioner for 
the City of Chicago’s Department of 
Planning and Development.

Mark J. Anson (JD ’89) was  
appointed chief investment officer  
at Commonfund.

Jane McFetridge (JD ’89) was recog-
nized as one of the 2016 Chambers 
USA: Leaders in Their Field.

 1990s

Melissa J. Krasnow (JD ’92) was 
appointed to the Bloomberg BNA 
Privacy & Security Law Report 
Advisory Board.

D. Scott Powell (JD ’92) was included 
on the 16 Best Lawyers in America list.

Michael B. Brodsky (JD-MBA ’93) was 
elected to the board of directors of 
Spark Networks Inc.

Joan L. Larsen (JD ’93) was 
appointed by Governor Rick Snyder 
to the Michigan Supreme Court.

Devan V. Padmanabhan (JD ’93) was 
named a “Local Litigation Star” by 
Benchmark Litigation.

J. B. Pritzker (JD ’93) chaired  
the Equality Illinois’ 25th  
Anniversary Gala.
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Carlton C. Pilger (JD ’94) was 
appointed director of employee 
benefits compliance at EPIC  
Insurance Brokers and Consultants.

Christina M. Egan (JD ’95) was 
appointed as the Chicago Office 
Managing Partner at McGuire-
Woods LLP.

Malavika Jayaram (LLM ’95)  
was appointed the inaugural  
Executive Director of the newly 
launched Digital Asia Hub.

Heather L. Rosing (JD ’96) was 
named Best of the Bar for her legal 
skills, as well as CFO of the Year for 
her business skills by the San Diego 
Business Journal.

Russlynn H. Ali (JD ’97) received the 
Dawn Clark Netsch Public Service 
Award at the 2015 Northwestern Law 
Alumni Awards.

Pedro Dejesus (JD ’99) was named a 
member of The NEA Foundation’s 
board of directors.

Jonathan T. Swain (JD ’99) was 
appointed to the Chicago Board of 
Election Commissioners.

 2000s

Patricia A. Alcamo (JD ’00) was 
appointed of counsel at Baker, 
Donelson, Bearman, Caldwell & 
Berkowitz in the firm’s corporate 
finance and securities group.

Christophe Durrer (JD ’00) was  
recognized as one of Pro Bono  
Partnership’s Volunteers of the  
Year for 2015.

Daniel G. Goldwin (JD ’00) was 
promoted to regional director  
at AIPAC.

Michelle I. Mettner (JD ’00) was 
promoted to served as corporate  
vice president for Government and 
Legal Affairs for Children’s Hospital 
of Wisconsin.

David M. Santangelo (JD ’01)  
joined Pepper Hamilton LLP as of 
counsel in the firm’s Corporate and  
Securities and Life Sciences practice

Jodi Patt Pellettiere (JD ’02) was 
honored among the “40 Illinois 
Attorneys under 40 to Watch” by the 
Law Bulletin Publishing Company, 
Chicago Lawyer, and the Chicago 
Daily Law Bulletin.

Stephanie S. Weiner (JD ’02)  
was promoted to senior legal  
advisor with responsibility for  
wireline issues for the Federal 
Communications Commission.

Kevin T. Hardy (JD ’03) was promoted 
to Partner at Skadden, Arps, Slate, 
Meagher & Flom LLP.

Adam T. Waskowski (JD ’04) was 
named to the 40 Attorneys Under 40 
To Watch list by the Chicago Daily 
Law Bulletin.

Anjelica Gregory (JD ’13), Phil Wiese (JD ’13), John Reinert (JD’13), Lauren Fried (JD ’13), Anna Harrison, Dean of Student Cliff Zimmerman at the Big Sur International Marathon on Sunday,  
April 24, 2016.
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Natalie Maust Awarded Immigrant  
Justice Corps Fellowship
Recent Northwestern Pritzker School of Law graduate  
Natalie Maust (JD ’16) was named one of twenty-five young advo-
cates in the Immigrant Justice Corps Fellowship Class of 2016.

The two-year fellowship sends recent law graduates and clerks 
with a passion for justice for immigrants to host organizations in 
New York City. She will be joining the Legal Aid Society, the  
United States’ oldest and largest provider of legal aid to the  
indigent, in late August.

Maust worked as a paralegal and Board of Immigration Appeals 
accredited representative at Chicago’s National Immigrant Justice 
Center prior to attending Northwestern Law.

“Coming into law school, I always had that vision of going back 
and doing immigrant advocacy,” she said. 

She was encouraged to apply to the fellowship during an  
internship with the ACLU Immigrants’ Rights Project last summer, 
and was thrilled to be accepted and matched with the Legal Aid 
Society. The organization is contracted as New York City’s primary 
public defender and she will be joining a robust division focused 
solely on immigration.

“I’m really looking forward to doing direct client work again, get-
ting to work with families and learning a lot from their stories,” she 
said. “I’m also hoping to get some exposure to the overlap between 
criminal and immigration representation.”

In addition to her prior work, Maust credits her Law School 
experiences with helping to prepare her for her new role. 

“Working in Northwestern’s Juvenile Justice Clinic that focuses 
on criminal trials and pre-trial representation gave me hands-on 
trial experience, which will serve me well as I represent clients in 
immigration court proceedings.”

She also took the Civil Government Practicum, where she 
externed at the Chicago Immigration Court and got a front row 
seat to judges’ decision-making. 

“I observed a variety of hearings, really engaging with the judges 
and seeing what swayed them in certain cases. Many immigration 
cases involve discretion, so the power of persuasion and presenting 
a client’s story in a favorable way is very important.” n 

Immigrant Justice Corps Fellow Natalie Maust

Austin Wilson (JD ’04) started  
a new company, Madison West  
Legal Search.

Alejandro Amezcua (JD ’05) was 
promoted to Counsel at Dentons 
US LLP.

James Joseph Brennan (JD ’05) 
joined the litigation and dispute 
resolution group at Wollmuth  
Maher & Deutsch LLP.

Kathryn Johnstone (JD ’05) was 
promoted to Partner in the 
Banking, Finance and Major Proj-
ects Practice at Baker & McKenzie.

Rena Thiagarajan (JD ’05) was 
featured in the Huffington Post 
article, “How to Shop the World’s 
Best Markets Like a Pro”.

Eric Moskowitz (JD ’06) was 
appointed partner in the corpo-
rate department at Morrison 
Cohen LLP.

James Terence Patterson  
(JD-MBA ’06) was named to 
the search committee tasked 
in finding a new Downtown 
Memphis Commission president.

James Terence Patterson  
(JD-MBA ’06) was selected as new 
president and CEO of Downtown 
Memphis Commission.

Hozefa Botee (JD ’07) was  
appointed partner at Gunderson 
Dettmer Stough Villeneuve  
Franklin & Hachigian.

Caleb Durling (JD ’07) joined RBF 
Law as a partner.

Ryan Matthew Holz (JD ’07) was 
promoted to partner at Locke  
Lord LLP.

Sonya Jindal (LLM ’07) was elected 
to partnership in Taft Stettinius 
& Hollister LLP’s Cincinnati office.

Evan Kaploe (LLM ’07) was named  
to the Michigan Super Lawyers 
magazine list of 15 “Rising Stars”  
in the area of tax law.

Ilan Napchan (JD ’07) was 
appointed partner at Honigman 
Miller Schwartz & Cohn LLP.

Kristine Devine (JD ’08) was 
promoted to partner at Harris,  
Wiltshire & Grannis.

Jessica Bluebond-Langner (JD 
’09) was promoted to partner at 
Kirkland & Ellis LLP.

Matthew Connolly (JD ’09)  
was selected for the Boston  
Bar Association’s, 2016-2017 
Public Interest Leadership 
Program.

 2010s

Paul Anderson (JD-MBA ’10) was 
promoted to partner at Kirkland 
& Ellis LLP.

Todd L. Belcore (JD ’10) was 
named to the 40 Attorneys Under 
40 To Watch list by the Chicago 
Daily Law Bulletin.

Timothy Carraher (JD ’10) was 
honored for pro bono work at 
the ACLU of Southern California 
Annual Luncheon.

Daniel Guerin (JD-MBA ’10) was 
promoted to partner at Kirkland 
& Ellis LLP.

Leighton Leib (JD ’10) joined Todd 
Foster Law Group.

Alexandra Newman (JD ’10)  
was named an Honoree at the  
15 Bill of Rights in Action  
Awards Benefit by the Constitu-
tional Rights Foundation Chicago 
for serving as counsel  
in the Wisconsin marriage 
equality cases.

Alexandra Newman (JD ’10) was 
selected as a 16 Illinois “Rising 
Star” in Business Litigation by 
Super Lawyers.

Chijioke Akamigbo (JD ’11) was 
promoted to supervising attorney 
at the District Court Self-Help 
Center.

Keating Crown (JD ’11) received 
the Emerging Leader Award at the 
2015 Northwestern Law Alumni 
Awards.

Craig Schwartz (JD ’11) welcomed 
his daughter, Alani Maia 
Schwartz, on October 16.

Milouska Hoppenbrouwer (JD ’12) 
was honored for pro bono work at 
the ACLU of Southern California 
Annual Luncheon.
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Julie Karaba Named 2016 Bristow Fellow

Julie Karaba (JD ’14) was named a 
2016 Bristow Fellow. The one-year 
fellowship with the US Office of 
the Solicitor General (OSG), which 
began in the summer of 2016, is 
generally awarded each year to four 
recent law school graduates with 
outstanding academic records who 
have federal appellate clerkship 
experience.

“We were thrilled to learn that 
Julie will be joining the Solicitor 
General’s office next year,” said 
Sarah O’Rourke Schrup, director  
of the Bluhm Legal Clinic’s 
Appellate Advocacy Center. 
“Based on our work with her in 
the Supreme Court clinic, it is 

just so clear that her focus, drive, 
and extraordinary legal acumen 
is a perfect fit for the Bristow 
Fellowship. It is an incredible 
opportunity, and I am sure that she 
will do a wonderful job in that role.”

Karaba, who recently clerked for 
the Honorable Brett M. Kavanaugh 
of the US Court of Appeals for the 
DC Circuit, credits a number of 
classes, faculty members includ-
ing Professors Calabresi, Delaney, 
Pfander, and Redish, and sev-
eral experiences—including the 
Supreme Court clinic—with solidi-
fying her interest in appellate work 
and her decision to apply for the 
fellowship. She also worked at the 
Supreme Court before attending the 
Law School and was able to see first-
hand what a valuable experience a 
fellowship in the Solicitor General’s 
office would be.

“I was able to observe dozens of 
oral arguments and was struck by 
how often and how well the Solicitor 
General and his assistants argue 
before the Court. The Solicitor 

General plays an invaluable role 
in discerning and advocating the 
United States’ interests,” Karaba said.

Bristow Fellows assist OSG  
attorneys in preparing briefs  
and arguments for Supreme Court 
cases where the federal government 
is a party.

“The SG’s office is often consid-
ered the best ‘appellate boutique’ in 
the country,” Karaba said. “I am 
excited to learn all I possibly can 
about written and oral advocacy 
from the SG and the team of attor-
neys in his office, and I am eager to 
watch up close as they make crucial 
judgments about the United States’ 
views on the most important legal 
issues making their way through 
the federal courts.”

Karaba also clerked for the 
Honorable Gary S. Feinerman 
of the US District Court for the 
Northern District of Illinois. 
While at the Law School, she 
served as senior articles editor 
for the Northwestern University 
Law Review and on the executive 
board of the Women’s Leadership 
Coalition. Her senior research 
project with Martin Redish, Louis 
and Harriet Ancel Professor 
of Law and Public Policy, was 
published as “One Size Doesn’t 
Fit All: Multidistrict Litigation, 
Due Process, and the Dangers of 
Procedural Collectivism,” in the 
Boston University Law Review and 
recognized by Reuters as one of the 
most important procedure articles 
of the year.

“Julie was truly an outstand-
ing student. She performed with 
distinction as my Civil Procedure 
teaching assistant and through her 
senior research project. She is the 
kind of student who reminds me 
why I went into legal academia all 
those years ago,” Redish said.

Karaba follows in the foot-
steps of recent fellow alumni 
Jonathan Shaub (JD ’11) and Elana 
Nightingale Dawson (JD ’11), who 
also served as Bristow Fellows. n 

“I was able to observe dozens of oral arguments and was struck by how  
often and how well the Solicitor General and his assistants argue before  
the Court. The Solicitor General plays an invaluable role in discerning and 
advocating the United States’ interests.”

—JULIE K ARABA

Bristow Fellow Julie Karaba
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In Memoriam
Northwestern Pritzker School of Law extends its  

heartfelt condolences to the loved ones of recently  
deceased alumni, faculty, and friends.

1940s
John Van Duzer (JD ’40)

Phyllis C. Wintersteen (JD ’48)
Howard Arvey (JD ’48)
Dick Johnson (JD ’48)

1950s
Robert H. Klugman (LLM ’50)
Raymond J. Justak (JD ’50)

Senator Dale L. Bumpers (JD ’51)
Raymond F. Beagle, Jr. (JD ’52)

Harry J. Knudsen (JD ’52)
Lowell B. Komie (JD ’54)
John B. Lungmus (JD ’54)

Jack L. Flynn (JD ’55)
Louis G. Hector (JD ’55)

James R. Lidman (JD ’55)
Theodore Spak (JD ’56)
Joseph J. Tryner (JD ’58)

Hon. Horace Ward (JD ’59)

1960s
Eddie Einhorn (JD ’60)

John H. Andrew (JD ’61)
William J. Neiman (JD ’62)

George Pitt (JD ’63)
Per K. Hanson (JD ’65)

Salvatore J. Falletta (JD ’67)
Alan B. Miller (JD ’68)

1980s
Mary L. Beeson (JD ’82)

1990s
Corey Watson (JD ’92)

Mindy H. Chapman (JD ’95)

2000s
Jennifer Camero  (JD ’04)

Garber (far right) with (from left to right) team mentor Jason Goldberg and Hazel Tech’s  
Adam Preslar, Yuvi Kundasi, Aidan Mouat, and Pat Flynn.

Amy Garber and Hazel Technologies  
Awarded $500,000 at the 2016 Clean  
Energy Trust Challenge
A team of Northwestern University entrepreneurs—including Law School 
alumna Amy Garber (MSL ’15) —earned the top prize at the 2016 Clean 
Energy Trust Challenge, the $500,000 Illinois Clean Energy Fund Award 
for their startup Hazel Technologies.

Hazel Technologies developed FruitBrite, a capsule that delivers EPA-
approved ethylene inhibitors that slow the aging process in some plants. 
The product is designed to reduce produce spoilage and thus reduce food 
waste. The company is dedicated to addressing the problem of food waste 
in a sustainable manner, and is currently raising money to fund pilot pro-
grams across the food supply chain. 

The company has also earned startup funds from the Northwestern 
University Venture Challenge competition, the Institute for Sustainable 
Energy at Northwestern, and VentureWell, a nonprofit organization that 
supports technology entrepreneurship. They also received a USDA Phase I 
Small Business Innovation Research Program grant. n 

Jason Lacher Cassidy (JD ’13) 
accepted a position in the 
litigation department of Ryley 
Carlock & Applewhite.

Esther Joy King (JD and LLM 
Tax ’13) received the Emerging 
Leader Award at the 2015 
Northwestern Law Alumni 
Awards and was recognized as 
one of Crain’s Chicago Busi-
ness, 20 in their 20’s.

Sara Dill (LLM ’14) spoke at the 
Hague at the Modern Warfare 
Conference about her work 
as a human rights observer 
and rule of law consultant at 
Gauntanamo.

John Mack (JD ’14) joined 
Honigman Miller Schwartz and 
Cohn LL as an associate.

Joanna Morrison (LLM ’14) 
joined Honigman Miller 
Schwartz and Cohn LL as an 
associate.

Samuel E. Fubara (JD ’15) 
was appointed associate at 
Thompson  
& Knight LLP.

Margaret Heitkamp (JD ’15) 
joined Whyte Hirschboeck 
Dudek S.C. as an associate.

Joseph Hoolihan (JD ’15) joined 
Arnstein & Lehr LLP as an 
associate in the Litigation 
Practice Group.

Benjamin Kaplan (JD-MBA ’15)  
was appointed vice president 
at Lovell Minnick Partners, a 
private equity firm.

Lawrence Jarvis (JD ’15) joined 
the intellectual property 
litigation group at Fish & 
Richardson.

Maximiliano Silvestre (JD ’15) 
joined Whyte Hirschboeck 
Dudek S.C. as an associate.

Northwestern Pritzker 

School of Law alumni 

have made an impres-

sion on the United States 

District Court for Northern 

District of Illinois. From 

left: Senior Judge Marvin 

E. Aspen (JD ’58), Chief 

Judge Ruben Castillo 

(JD ’79), and Former 

Chief and Senior Judge 

John Grady (JD ’54), who 

retired in 2015. 
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Law and Engineering Should Share Curriculum
BY JULIO M. OTTINO AND DANIEL B. RODRIGUEZ

A crashing Google car. An encrypted iPhone. 
These are more than recent technological 
controversies — they represent how technology 
collides with law, security, and public policy, with 
multiple trade-offs. They are just two examples 
of what will be an endless list of legal issues 
stemming from relentless innovation.

It’s said about innovation — considered 
a key advantage for the United States over 
global competitors — that engineers drive it, 
entrepreneurs profit from it, and lawyers impede 
it. But that’s off-base: Engineering and law 
should work together to advance the future. And 
because lawyers and engineers acquired their 
skills at a university somewhere, the logical entry 
point for change is education.

Engineering and law seem so different that 
many engineers and lawyers may be reluctant 
to learn from one another. The stereotype of 

“thinking like a lawyer” involves critical reasoning 
that is typically abstract and backward-looking 
(for precedents), confronting ambiguities and 
questions that seldom have “right” answers. 
It is traditionally cast as cautious and risk-
averse. By contrast, “thinking like an engineer” 
is quantitative, adept at seeing interrelations, 
adaptive, and comfortable with trial and error. 
Of course, some important similarities and 
individuals span the gap. But by and large, the 
two professions have fundamentally different 
cultures and different ways of seeing the world.

Ten years ago, it would have been unthinkable 
to see courses that mix law-school and 
engineering students, MBA and medical students. 
Now these types of courses are happening, and 
growing quickly. Linking these disciplines expands 
the thinking of all involved but requires building 
an understanding. We need engineers (creators) 
connecting with lawyers (risk managers) to provide 
a balance. But such teams will not function unless 
engineers learn something about risk management 
and lawyers learn something about innovation.

Law is the silent partner, starting with the 
constitutional protection of invention through the 
patent system, and continuing through regulatory 
frameworks and court decisions that have opened 
gates for new technological approaches — think of 
emission limits that forced auto manufacturers to 
develop better ways to reduce pollution.

But technology almost always gets in front of 
law and legal frameworks. The Internet emerged 
before appropriate regulatory strategies were 
developed. The same is true for most modern 
technologies: biotechnology, 3D printing of 
organs, artificial intelligence and inevitable 
aspects of intelligence augmentation, robotics, 
driverless cars, and the pervasiveness of the 
Internet of Things. Think of the trade-offs 
between cybersecurity and privacy, which we are 
just beginning to sort out. How could we have 
foreseen ISIS on YouTube, or the impact of social 
media in politics and political insurrections?

Lawyers should be exposed to what’s coming 
and should be part of the discussions. One way 
to deal with the impact of emerging technologies 
is to bring ethical considerations into the 
conversation. At our institution, for example, a 
newly formed Center for Synthetic Biology has 
added an ethicist to its team. Lawyers could fulfill 
this role. Here, ex ante is better than ex post; that 
is, being upfront is good; catching up is not.

Engineers, on the other hand, should be exposed 
to history. The history of social regulation in the 
United States is one of response to unexpected 
tragedies growing out of new technologies, like 
the regulation of steamboats in the late 19th 
century. By 1852, when public pressure forced 
Congress to act, accidents had resulted in 7,000 
deaths (equivalent to almost 100,000 if scaled 
to the current US population). Similar lags have 
occurred in protections against unsafe food in 
the early 20th century, automobile safety in the 
1960s and ’70s, and environmental protection in 
an era in which scientists warn of climate change. 
The role of law in protecting the public interest 
has always defined new goals for engineers.

We need a dynamic partnership between law 
and engineering, a constant dialogue, to think 
of questions about the application of law to new 
technology and the impact of new technology 
on law. How can we bridge what are real gaps, 
having engineers and lawyers appreciate and 
work with one another — perhaps even learn 
how to better think like the other? What are the 
creative educational opportunities?

Faculty-to-faculty workshops can help, with 
law faculty members explaining to engineers 
how lawyers think. Another option is courses 

involving students from both disciplines 
going through case studies of start-ups, from 
formation through private capitalization and 
into the navigation of typical operational and 
strategic hurdles. Other courses could help 
generate start-ups themselves.

The best teaching now fosters experiential 
learning. At our institution, a popular series 
of courses, called NUvention, brings together 
people from engineering, the social sciences, 
and the humanities, as well as professional 
schools like law, business, and medicine. 
Student teams tackle a real need or opportunity, 
design solutions, and pursue implementation, 
sometimes creating a start-up that lives beyond 
the course and outside of the university.

To be sure, even here we can succumb to 
stereotypes: When it is time to design, teams 
look at the engineering student; when it is time 
to write a patent application, to the law-school 
student. Never mind that the engineering 
student could be a computer-science major who 
never designed something physical in her life, or 
that not all law students have exposure to patent 
law. The challenge is to confront the stereotypes, 
reconfigure the cultural landscape, and prepare 
to collaborate across boundaries.

Other programs level the field even more. 
For example, a fellowship program run by 
Northwestern’s Innovation and New Ventures 
Office offers students firsthand experience in 
handling intellectual property. Some fellows will 
explore available technologies — unlicensed 
patents — and perhaps start ventures, while 
others will gain exposure to the legal and business 
aspects of commercializing a university technology.

These are local examples of a broader 
phenomenon that we view as essential to 
the innovation ecosystem of the future. For 
it to thrive, the engineering/law divide must 
be bridged by a more nuanced approach to 
educating lawyers and engineers, an approach 
that fosters inventive opportunities instead of 
hurdles, and at the same time focuses on the 
ways in which law can help shape coherent, 
collaborative innovation. That’s the kind of 
system we’re going to need in order to navigate 
a future that today we can hardly imagine. n 

Julio M. Ottino is dean of the McCormick School of 
Engineering and Applied Science and Daniel B. Rodriguez 
is dean of the Pritzker School of Law, at Northwestern 
University. This article was originally published in the 
Chronicle of Higher Education on May 1, 2016.
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CLOSING REMARKS
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